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Executive Summary
Port Everglades has determined that a westward expansion of the Southport Turning Notch
is essential to increasing berthing capacity in the Port. The proposed Southport Turning
Notch extension will provide an additional containerized cargo berth and provide access to
the berth along the west boundary and a potential aggregate bulk material berth on the
north boundary. This expansion will require the excavation of 8.7 acres of mangrove habitat
currently included in a Conservation Easement granted to the FDEP on December 15,1988.
In an effort to accomplish this task, the Port initiated consultation with the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) to assess the feasibility of the project from
a regulatory perspective. The Port developed a habitat enhancement proposal designed to
make use of existing Port land adjacent to the existing Conservation Easement. The
proposed enhancement project was presented to FDEP via a concept drawing shown in
Appendix ESA.
Following initial consultation, the Port responded to an email request for additional
information from the Bureau of Beaches and Coastal Systems submitted by Steve MacLeod
(please see Appendix ESB for response letter dated May 8,2008). Original FDEP questions
and Broward County responses addressed tidal flushing of the created mangrove area, an
assessment of potential contamination of soils and sediments from an existing marina
operation and potential manatee disturbances resulting from the construction of bridge over
the Florida Power and Light (FPL) discharge canal.
Following the initial consultation, Janet Llewellyn of FDEP submitted a May 13, 2008,
response letter to the Port (see Appendix ESC) indicating that the proposal had "enough
merit to warrant further investigation," and that "significant information and design details
still need to be addressed in order for the FDEP to fully evaluate the merits of the proposal."
The letter then listed the following 10 items that the FDEP considered critical in making a
final determination:
The type of soil and level of soil contamination of the upland areas that are proposed for
conversion to mangrove wetland;
. The tidal regime and a flushing analysis of the existing and proposed conservation area
adjacent to the FPL discharge canal;
The stormwater drainage plans for contributing areas around the proposed conservation
area;
The possibility of reconfiguring, removing or limiting the use of the proposed bridge
over the discharge canal;
The possibility of reconfiguring the proposed roadway west of the proposed canal
bridge and the associated parking area in order to establish a connection between the
wetland creation parcels;
A proposed site plan for areas that would be restored to wetland mangrove
communities, including surface elevations and planting layout.
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Evaluation of the ecological functions of the portion of the Conservation Easement to be
released (adjacent to the Southport Turning Notch) in comparison to the functions of the
proposed conservation area based on the design of the mangrove wetlands to be
constructed. Use of the Uniform Mitigation Assessment Method (UMAM) is preferred
by the FDEP.
Effect of the proposed alterations on the existing portion of the Conservation Easement
that would not be altered;
The possibility of granting the State of Florida ownership of some or all of the existing
and proposed Conservation Easement areas;
Long term plans for the area around the proposed conservation site not reflected in the
current draft of the Port Everglades 20-year Master Plan.

The Port subsequently contracted with CH2M HILL to perform the preliminary design and
technical studies necessary to further assess the merits of the project and to answer the
FDEP's questions. In terms of technical discipline, the requested data can be categorized into
five (5) distinct work categories:
Drawing preparation
UMAM Assessment
Hydrodynamic Assessment
Stormwater Drainage Assessment
Contamination Assessment (to be conducted by the Port after conceptual approval)
The majority of these items are included in the following sections of this report. Due to the
high cost of the contamination assessment, this work has been delayed until FDEP agrees
that the results of the work completed thus far continues to support the approval of an ongoing Port enhancement to offset the removal of a portion of the existing Conservation
Easement. The Port is ready to proceed with the contamination testing if the FDEP concurs.
Please note that specific responses to the FDEP's list of critical items (FDEP letter dated May
13,2008, Appendix ESC) are also included in the Port's official cover letter to this report
from the Port Director, Phil Allen. The overall report Section contents and summarized
findings (when appropriate) are provided below.
Section 1- Preliminary Project Drawings
Sections 2 - UMAM Comparison Technical Report
The Port is proposing an expansion of the existing Southport Turning Notch into 8.7 acres of
the Conservation Easement. As a result of this expansion, the Port would like this
encroached portion of the Conservation Easement to be released. In exchange for this
expansion the Port is proposing 17 acres of mangrove wetland creation within uplands
adjacent to the Southport Turning Notch as shown in the Preliminary Project Drawings
(Section 1). The mitigation for the Southport Turning Notch impacts will be addressed at
West Lake Park.
In an effort to demonstrate equanimity of the proposed exchange, UMAM evaluations were
conducted for both the Conservation Easement to be released and the mangrove wetland to
be created. Based upon the UMAM conducted for the proposed release and newly created
areas, the total functional loss is 5.38 units and the total functional gain is 6.20 units,
respectively. Please refer to the UMAM Comparison Report for more details (Section 2).
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Section 3 - Hydrodynamic Modeling Analysis
A two-dimensional, depth-averaged hydrodynamic model has been constructed for both
existing and proposed conditions at the project site. The numerical model was validated
with field data collected over a 20 day period starting August 6, 2008. The results of the
hydrodynamic model were used to drive a constituent transport model in order to quantrfy
the flushing characteristics of the existing and proposed mangrove wetlands.
The proposed enhancement areas have a marsh plain elevation of +/- 2 ft MLW and
minimal channel storage. The marsh areas will drain on every ebb tide. In the northern
enhancement area on the west side of the FPL canal, the constructed channels are dead-end
channels and will contain water at low tide. In the larger, southern enhancement area, the
constructed channels flow though the site from the FPL canal into the Conservation
Easement, connecting with a remnant channel. The addition of the largest (southwest)
enhancement area will improve flushing in the Conservation Easement; the proposed
channel will provide an increase in flushing flows to the southern portion of the
Conservation Easement, thus improving circulation and reducing residence time.
The performance of the proposed enhancement area and the improvements in the flushing
of the Conservation Easement provided by the project are contingent on the ability for water
to flow from north to south through the channels in the proposed area and into the
conservation area. A remnant channel (Figure 24 of the Hydrodynamic Modeling Analysis)
must have adequate capacity and not serve as a bottleneck limiting flow into the southern
portion of the Conservation Easement. It was recommended that this channel be improved
during construction of the proposed enhancement areas. Furthermore, there is a large sand
deposit at the intersection of this remnant channel and the north-south channel (see same
Figure 24). It was recommended that this restriction should also be removed to improve
flushing in the Conservation Easement. Both improvements have been added to the
preliminary drawings. Please refer to the Hydrodynamic Modeling Analysis of Proposed
Mangrove Enhancement Areas in Section 3 for more details.
Section 4 - Drainage Analysis Report
A drainage analysis was performed to document the existing and proposed drainage
conditions affecting the proposed 17 acre wetland creation area located east of SE 18th
Avenue and south of SE 36th Street. In addition, the review included existing and proposed
stormwater treatment methods to determine compliance with current design criteria. The
existing E-W Ditch located south of SE 36th Street conveys stormwater runoff from a 29.9
acre offsite drainage area to the FPL discharge canal. The offsite drainage area includes the
Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) and the 1800 Eller Drive Building.
The drainage concept for the proposed wetland creation area is affected by the proposed
Bridge over FPL discharge canal. The proposed Bridge over FPL discharge canal affects
permit SWM#06-00703-S, which should be modified to accommodate the proposed bridge
and roadway improvements. Two stormwater management alternatives were evaluated for
this project - an east to west (E-W) Ditch and an E-W Culvert. The E-W Ditch is designed to
accommodate the first inch of stormwater runoff from 29.9 acres, and should be situated
adjacent to the proposed driveway and parking lot. The minimum cross section geometry is
shown in Table ES-1 of the Drainage Analysis in Section 4.
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The E-W Culvert option is designed to accommodate the first inch of stormwater runoff
from 29.9 acres. This option requires 44-18"diameter pipes in parallel to accommodate the
required water quality treatment volume.
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The E-W Ditch was recommended because the top width is less compared to the E-W
Culvert. It was also recommended that the proposed 17 acre wetland creation area should
be designed to accommodate the recommended E-W Ditch configuration and location. The
stated recommendations have been incorporated into the preliminary drawings. Please refer
to the Drainage Analysis in Section 5 for more detail.
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APPENDIX ES-B

Broward County Port Everglades Department
Response Letter, May 8,2008

BR:$,W
ARD
COUNTY
PORT EVERGLADES DEPARTMENT - Port Director's Office
1850 Eller Drive - Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316
954-523-3404 FAX 954-523-8713
May 8,2008
Mr. Steven MacLeod
Environmental Manager
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Beaches and Coastal Systems
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, M.S. 300
Tallahassee. Florida 32399
Dear Mr. MacLeod:
We appreciate your thoughtful questions and submit the following abbreviated answers. When additional
information becomes available, we will provide it to your office immediately.
Question:
In order for the mangrove creation sites to function naturally and be as production as the mangroves in the
existing Conservation Easement, they need to flush with marine waters. Given the continuous flow of fresh
water in the FP&L outfall canal, we cannot assume that the tidal range and salinity at the creation sites will
be sufficient. Could you provide some monitoring data (over several tidal cycles) to show the range of water
levels, tidal frequency and salinity at the sites indicated on the map below:
We have advised you that the discharge canal is composed of salt water and not subject to fresh water
exposure.
Question:
Before construction of the mangrove restoration can be approved, a hydrographic flushing analysis would be
required. Is there any data available at this time (in addition to the tidal range and frequency) that would
help to demonstrate adequate flushing through the proposed wetland creation sites?
There is no data available at this time, but we would commit to completing the study as a part of our engineering
and design of the enhanced area. We understand that as a part of the upland to wetland conversion,
appropriate engineering will be required to include a hydrographicflushing analysis.
Question:
Marinas and storage facilities often conduct boat cleaning and maintenance. These activities often
discharge metals and petroleum products into the soil and benthic sediment. Is there reason to believe that
there are contaminated sediments at the proposed creation sites? Have any sediment samples been tested
for contaminants?

-

We have not completed a Phase II environmental study. A modified Phase I environmental audit was
conducted of the Dry Marina area a few years ago. From this audit, we concluded that there does exist a
A study of the entire area to identify contaminants that may require
potential for contaminants.
decontaminationJmitigationwould be completed as a part of the conversion plan.

Josephus Eggellet~on,
Jr

-

-

Broward County Board of County Commissioners
Sue Gunzburger Knstm D Jacobs Ken Keechl Ilene Lieberman Stacy R~tter.John E Rodstrom. Jr

.

-

www.broward.or~

.

Diana WassmanRubtn LOISWexler

Mr. Steven MacLeod
May 8,2008
Page Two
Question:
Please describe the level of traffic and associated noise that may be involved with the construction of the
proposed bridge over the waterway and roadway improvements. This may adversely affect manatees
utilizing the present and proposed Conservation Easement, especially the 'nursery' area north of the present
marina.
The Port Seaport Engineering and Construction Division have submitted this question to an environmental
consulting firm - comments will be forthcoming. Construction impacts will be alleviated by not allowing potential
disruptions during manatee season in accordance with existing Port policy. Further, the existence of a lower
level and heavy traffic bridge just north of the proposed bridge has not deterred migration of manatees further
up the discharge canal. Please see the attached map, which details the manatee population. which is derived
by annual survey data collected by Broward County.
Question:
The DEP CAMA office asks if the Port will consider granting title of the proposed conservation areas to the
state, rather than just enacting a Conservation Easement.
This would be a policy determination by the Board of County Commissioners, which could be considered as part
of a conceptual approval by FDEP.
Question:
The DEP Office of Intergovernmental Programs notes the fragmentation of the enhancement area due to the
parking lot on the west side of the proposed bridge. Would it be possible to remove this parking lotlroadway
or set it back from the canal to allow greater connectivity of the proposed enhancement area adjacent the
manatee "nursery" basin with the contiguous mangrove area proposed to the south?
It is possible to relocate the parking lot to the West or North of the proposed roadway. Further, the use of a
floating dock structure could be considered in lieu of keeping the existing bulkhead in place. Roadway areas to
the bridge could not be relocated. We are willing to study alternatives to provide for water flow between the
north and south side of the roadway. It would be our intent, with appropriate engineering, to insure a sufficient
flow of water throughout the new Conservation Easement.
Please forward any additional questions for our response.
Sincerely.

Phillip . Allen
Port Director

Enclosure
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FDEP
Response Letter, May 13,2008
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Michael W Sole

Secretary

May 13,2008

Philip C. Allen
Port Director
Port Evexglades Department
1850 Eller Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316

RE: New proposal for Port Everglades Conservation Easement
Dear Mr. Allen,
,'This letter is in response to the proposal discussed with Secretary Sol6 and further
outlined to us in your April 25,2008, lettex reliakd to tfrte potential re;leal;e*of8,68 acl.es
of the existing conservation easeme& at Port Everglades. As indicated by the Secretary,
in order to be considered, any propos?l must result in an overdf greater benefit to the
environment than tire existing portion of the consewation easement to.be released. We
have done a prelimhary evaluation based cm the very conceptual infarmation available
at this point, and fee1 that the proposal has enough merit to warxmt further

investigation.
You prdvided additional informationon May 8,2008,in rcsponee to a compilation of
e-rnaif questions £ram Department staff. We understand that much of the requested
information was not readily available, so you provided the information that was on
hand to facilitate a quick response. However, significant infarmation dnd design details
still need to be addressed in order for the Department to fully evahate the merits of the
proposat and determine if creation of a successful wetland rnai.lgrcl\le area is possible.
Critical details include:
The type of soil and Ievel of soil contamination of the upland areas that are
proposed for conversion to mangrove wetland;
o The tidal regime and a flushing analysis of the existing and proposed
conservation area adjacent to the FPL discharge canal;
e
The stormwater drainage plans for contributing areas around the proposed
conservation area;

I

c

Mr. Phi1 Allen
Page 2 of 2

May 13,2008

e

.

The yossibilitv of reconfiguring, removing or limiting the use of the proposed
bridge over the discharge canal;
The possibility of reconfigaring the proposed roadway west of the proposed
canal bridge and the associated parking area in o d ~ to
r establish a cotnection
batween the wetland creation parcels;
A proposed site plan for areas that would be restored ta wetland mangrove
comnunities, including surface elevations and planting layout.
Evaluation of the ecological functions of the portion of the comervation
easement to be reIeased (adjacent to the turning notch) in comparison to the
functions of the proposed conservation area based on the design of the mangrove
wetlands to be constructed. Use of the Un&m Mitigation Assessmefit. Method
(UMAM)is preferred by the Department.
Effect of the proposed alterations on the existing portion of the conservation
easement that watild not be altered;
The possibility of granting td the State of Florida ownership of ~ o m or
e all of the
existing and proposed consewation easement areas;
Longterm plans for the area around the proposed conservation site not reflected
in the current draft of the Port Everglades 20-year Master Man.

We look forward to working with you on the evaluation of the proposal as additional
information and design details become available. Please cootact Steve MacLeod in our
Bureau of Beaches and Coastal System at 850/414-7806if you have any questions or

concerns.
Sincerely,

Janet G. Llewellyn
Director
Division of Water Rcsotircc Management

cc:

AlIan Sosnow, Broward Co.

Linda Shelly, Fowler Whste Boggs Banker
Mary Ann i)oole, FWC, O E C
h4ichael Sole, DEPr Secretary
Bob Ballard, DEP, Deputy Secretary
Michael Barnett, DEP, BBCS
Martin Seeling, DEP, BBCS
"More Prorecrron, Less Process "
www. dep stafeflus
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1.0 Introduction
Port Everglades is proposing an expansion of the existing turning notch into 8.7 acres of the
conservation easement (CE). As a result of this expansion Port Everglades would like this
portion of the CE to be released. In exchange for this expansion the Port is proposing 17
acres of mangrove wetland creation within uplands adjacent to the tuming notch as shown
in Appendix 2-A, Project Drawings. The mitigation for the turning notch impacts will be
addressed at West Lake Park.
In an effort to demonstrate equanimity of the exchange, UMAM evaluations have been
conducted for both the CE to be released and the mangrove wetland to be created.
Mangrove Wetlands to be Removed
In January 2008, Coastal Systems International, Inc. performed a UMAM evaluation of the
CE to be released (see Appendix 2-B, UMAM Assessment Form and Appendix 2-C, Polygon
Map). The CE to be released was divided into 6 polygons that were independently scored
(polygons 5-10). Polygon 5 consists of 0.36 acres of mangroves along the southern side of
CE to be released. The 3 indicator scores for this polygon were: LLS -6, WE -4, CS -7 for a
total Functional Loss of 0.21 Units. Polygon 6 consists of 1.33 acres of mangrove wetlands
along the eastern edge of the CE to be released. Because of its proximity to the upland,
polygon 6 is impacted by exotic species growth. The indicator scores for polygon 6 were:
LLS -4, WE -4, CS -3 for a total Functional Loss of 0.37 units. Polygon 7 consists of 2.44 acres
of mangroves along the northwestern side of the CE to be released. The indicator scores for
polygon 7 were: LLS -7, WE -7, CS -8 for a total Functional Loss of 1.78 units. Polygon 8
consists of 0.12 acres of mangroves located in the southern portion of the CE to be released.
The indicator scores for polygon 8 were: LLS -3, WE -2, CS -1 for a total Functional Loss of
0.02 units. Polygon 9 consists of 3.15 acres of mangroves located in the central portion of
the CE to be released extending from the northern boundary to polygons 5 and 8. Tidal
exchange within this area is limited by a berm along the channel. The indicator scores for
polygon 9 were: LLS -6, WE -6, CS -7 for a total Functional Loss of 1.99 units. Polygon 10
consists of 1.27 acres of mangroves located in the southwestern portion of the CE to be
released. The indicator scores for polygon 10 were: LLS -7, WE -7, CS -7 for a total
Functional Loss of 0.89 units.
Based upon the Coastal Systems International, Inc UMAM the Total functional loss for the
CE to be released is 5.38 units.

2.0 Mangrove Wetlands to Remain
As part of the overall biological investigation, the mangrove habitat within the existing
conservation easement to remain was also evaluated by CH2M HILL. Mangrove wetlands
within this area appeared in excellent condition. Trees were seeding with normal leaf loss
and new growth. Some leaf exfoliation was observed as expected as part of the detrital
export to the surrounding ecosystem. Certain portions of the area had been impacted by
recent hurricanes but were exhibiting both re-growth of branches on damaged trees and
recruitment of juveniles in open areas.
Channels were well flushed as evidenced by good channel depth and lack of unconsolidated
sediments. Hood tidal flow at the time of inspection was of sufficient strength to move the
boat forward without aid of the outboard. Numerous fish and bird species were observed
throughout the mangrove area.
More internal portions of the mangrove habitat were difficult to observe due to shallower
depths and narrowing channels. However, the same general indicators of good health
appeared to be present in the more inaccessible areas as well. The construction of the
mangrove habitat is anticipated to have a positive impact on the entire conservation
easement via enhanced flushing and a net increase in habitat acreage. Removal of certain
flow restrictions as illustrated on project plans will further increase the health and function
of the ecosystem. The removal of the flow restrictions, specifically the high spot to the east
of the southern proposed tidal channel iri site A will have no effects on manatee usage of the
site. The northern connection will maintain a minimum of 3 ft of water throughout the tidal
cycle.
Because of the proximity to the FPL hot water discharge, which manatees frequent in the
winter months, the existing conservation easement to remain functions as additional habitat
for manatees. The attached manatee survey (Appendix 2-D) conducted in early 2008 reflects
usage over a 3 month period. As can been seen by the survey, the conservation easement to
remain is frequented by manatees, but the 8.7 ac. turning notch expansion area shows no
utilization. This lack of usage can be attributed to the shallow depths of the remnant
channels within the area. The release of the 8.7 ac. turning notch expansion area will have
no effects on manatee utilization of the remaining conservation area.

3.0 Mangrove Wetlands to be Constructed
In exchange for the 8.7 acres of CE to be released, 17 acres of mangrove wetlands creation is
proposed. The sites are adjacent to the existing CE and will further enhance the remaining
CE with a net gain of 8.3 acres of additional mangrove habitat. The creation sites were
designed based on the successful elevations utilized at the John U. Lloyd Beach State Park.
The two main sites identified as A and B as shown in Appendix 2-A will be constructed
with a series of tidal channels that will remain inundated throughout the tidal cycle.
Because the two areas will be bisected by the proposed bridge no direct connection between
sites A and B is planned in the form of culverts. Both sites A and B will receive tidal
inundation from tidal creeks connected to the FPL canal. These open watei features will
provide the necessary hydrology for the created mangrove habitat. The created mangrove
habitat will be graded in a manor that will allow drainage to the tidal channels between
tidal cycles. The entire created mangrove habitat will be inundated during the high tide
portion of the cycle.
The remaining two sites identified as C and D as shown in Appendix 2-A are located along
the FPL discharge canal. These two locations will receive tidal exchange through the riprap
that will line the edge of the constructed planting shelves. These planting shelves will also
be graded to allow drainage between tidal cycles.
Site A is a currently undeveloped upland with 10-20%exotic coverage. Site B is currently a
dry marina with open storage yards. Sites C and D consist of steep slopes at the edge of
port uplands. Exotic species form the predominate vegetative coverage of these side slopes.
The Functional Gain units calculation was assessed by dividing the product of the risk and
time lag by the delta from the current and proposed conditions resulting in a Relative
Functional Gain (RFG). The RFG was then multiplied by the number of acres for the site to
arrive at the Total Functional Gain units. A conservative time lag of 1.45 or 11-15 years was
used in the UMAM calculations to allow for the time for the mangroves to reach functional
maturity. A relatively low risk of 1.25 was used since the design was based upon the
mangrove habitat elevation of the nearby successful mitigation at John U. Lloyd Beach State
Park. This wetland creation project has been identified by the Department as a "highly
successful" mangrove creation effort. The creation of the mangrove wetland habitat will also
assist in overall wetland health as a result of the removal of currently available exotic seed
sources.
The Functional Gains for the mangrove creation areas are as follows:
Site A (11.73 acres) = 4.28 units
Site B (3.54 acres) = 1.29 units
Sites C and D (1.78 acres) = 0.62 units
Total Functional Gain for the mangrove wetlands to be constructed is 6.20 units.

UMAM COMPARISON REPOAT
3.0 MANGROVE WETLANDS TO BE CONSTRUCTED

The UMAM evaluations for the CE to be released and the mangrove wetlands to be created
indicate a positive functional gain of 0.82units
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APPENDIX 2-B

UMAM Assessment Form
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PART I Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Application Number

SitelPmject Name
Port Everglades Wetland Assessment

Assessment Area Name or Number
NIA

Polygon 5

I

FLUCCs code

I

Further classification (optional)

6120 (mangrove swamp)

l~asin/Watershed
NamdNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)129/030902

I

Impact or Mitigation Site?

NIA
l~ffected
Waterbody~.(Class)

Assessment Area Size

Impact

0.36 acres

l~pecialClassification(i.e.OFvv. AP, other iocaustatdederaldesigne~onol importam)

Class Ill

NIA

l ~ e o ~ r a ~relationship
hic
to and hydrologic connection with wetlands. other surface water, uplands
Tidally connected mangrove wetlands located adjacent t o the ICW, Port located immediately to the south, mangrove wetlands located t
the north. Area Is bordered t o the east by a riprap revetment.
Assessment area description

I

Predominately red mangrove wetland with black and white mangroves also present. Area is characterized by a large amount of garbag
and debris.
Significant nearby features

Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regiona
landscape.)

ICW is located t o the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands to the
west and south, Port Everglades i n surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
State Park, West Lake Park

Mangrove swamps are rare i n Broward County

I
Functions

Mitigation for previous permitlother historic use

Mangroves provlde nursery habitat for juvenile Inshore and pelagic reef
species, provlde basts of food web in the form of detrftal matter, provide
roosting and foraging habitat for migratory and wading birds, stabilize
sediment and provide protection of surrounding area from storm surge.
Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species
that are representativeof the assessment area and reasonably expected to
be found )

This area is part of a conservation easement that was granted to the
then FDER by Port Everglades on 12/15/88 In accordance with dredge
and fill permit # 060924019 for the development of the Southport
Turning Notch.
Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)

I

Mangrove crabs, migratory and wading birds, juvenile fish,
Little Blue heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC), Tricolored Heron
commercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges and other invertebrates (SSC), Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltooth Sawfish (T)
I

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

Crab holes present

dditional relevant factors:

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date@):

Coastal Systems International, Inc.

111512008 111712008

Form 62-345.900(1). F.A.C.

[ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

-

PART II -Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, FAC.)
Application Number

SiteIProject Name

Assessment Area Name or Number

NIA

Port EvergladesWetland Assessment

Polygon 5

Assessment conducted by:

Impact or Mitigation

I

The scorina of each
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface

Optima1(10)

I
I

Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

-

Moderste(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

111512008 1ll712008

I

Minimal (4)

I

Not Present (0)

I
Minimal level of support of
wetlandlsurfacewater
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

:oncrete wall separating area from Port Is located lmmedlately to the south and west of the this area, rlprap
Bvetment to the east which separates area from ICW and mangrove wetlands are located to the north.
:onnection to surrounding area Is limited by barriers (1.e. concrete wall to south, riprap revetment to the
sast) and there Is a significant distance to the ICW. No exotics were present, however, pine needles were
lbsenred on the ground throughout the area as were large amounts of garbage and debris.
Vith impact (dredglng), mangrove swamp will no longer be present.

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

~rrent

Assessment date:

Coastal Systems Int.

Impact

with

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(da for uplands)

lrban runoff from Port and surrounding developed area; ICW receives stormwater runoff from all areas
hroughout the County, water levels lower than expected, decreased hydrological connection due to dlstancc
D ICW, barriers and limited tidal exchange.
Vith impact (dredging), mangrove swamp will no longer be present.

'jO pres or

current

with

.500(6)(c)Community structure
led, black, and white mangroves were present In this area, however, red was dominant overall. Black
nangroves were dominant In trees under 5 feet tall and seedllngs were common. Area was characterized by
I large amount of garbage and debris, particularly plastic bottles. Pine needles were also observed
hroughout the area on the ground. The mean DBH was 2.4 Inches. The mean tree helght was 16 feet and
he mean number of trees under 5 feet tall was 2.0.
Vith lmpact (dredglng), mangrove swamp will no longer be present.

1. Vegetation andlor
2. Benthic Community

110 pres or
current

I

with

,

Score = sum of above scores130 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

r
0.57

I

with
0.00

Delta = [withcurrent]

I

1

I

For impact assessment areas

I

Adjusted mitigation delta =

.. ...... -..-..
Time lag (t-factor) =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effeci:ive date 02-04-2004]

I

FL = delta x acres =

-0.21

I

For mitigation assessment areas

I

RFG = deltal(t-factor x risk) =

I

-

PART I Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Application Number

telProjed Name
Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
LUCCs code

NIA

Polygon 6

Further classification (optional)

6120 (mangrove swamp)
3sinMlatershed NamdNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)1291030902

Assessment Area Name or Number

Impactor Mitigation Site?

NIA
l~ffected
Waterbody (Class)

Assessment Area Sue

Impact

1.33 acres

lspecialClassification(i.e.ONV.AP, other IocaVstatMederaldesignationof importance)

Class Ill

NIA

eographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
idally connected mangroves with uplands immediately adjacent to the west and south and berm located to the east.
ssessment area description
idally connected moangrove wetland with encroaching exotic species ranging from 30 to 100% at various data collection points.

ignificant nearby features

Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regiona
landscape.)

:W is located to the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands to the
,est and south. Port Everglades in surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
tate Park, West Lake Park

Mangrove swamps are rare in Broward County

unctions

Mitigation for previous permitlother historic use

langroves provide nursery habitat for juvenile inshore, pelagic and
?efspecies, provide basis of food web in the form of dbital matter,
rovide roosting and foraging habitat for migratory birds, stabilize
ediment and provide protection.
nticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species
bat are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to1
e found )

t
This area is part of a conservation easement that was granted c
the then FDER by Port Everglades on 12115188 in accordance
with dredge and fill permit # 060924019 for the development of
the Southport
Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)

langrove crabs, migratory and wading birds, juvenile fish,
Little Blue Heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC), Tricolored Heron
ommercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges, and other invertebratesi (SSC), Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltooth Sawfish (T)
I

lbserved Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

arious spiders, crab holes

.dditionalrelevant factors:

,ssessment conducted by:

Assessment date@):

:oastal Systems International, Inc.

111512008 111712008

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

-

PART II -Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Application Number

SiteIProject Name

Assessment Area Name or Number
Polygon 6

NIA

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment

Assessment conducted by:

Impact or Mitigation

Assessment date:

-

Coastal Systems Int.

Impact

1/15/2008 1/17/2008
--

Optimal (10)
indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetland/surface
water functions

Mangrove wetlands are tidally connected however there Is a significant distance to the ICW. The Port Is
located directly to the west and south of this area and exotics are encroaching. connection to surrounding
area Is llmlted by berm located to the east of the assessment area.
With Impact
(dredglng), mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present

'o pres or

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)

lo pres or

.500(6)(c)Community structure

Urban runoff from Port and surrounding developed area; ICW receives stormwater runoff from all areas
throughout the County, water levels lower than expected, drecreased hydrological connection due to
With impact
distance to ICW, barriers (1.e. berm) and limited tidal exchange.
(dredging), mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present.

I

I

-

Exotics in this area Included Australian Pine, Wedella, and Brazllllan Pepper. The mean percent cover of
exotics was 82%. Mangrove seedlings were rare. Black mangroves were the dominant species In trees
below and above 5 feet In helght. Red and white mangroves were also present at some of the polnts. The
mean DBH of the trees was 1.9 Inches. The mean tree helght was 17 feet and the mean number of trees less
than 5 feet tall was 0.7.

lo pres or

Score = sum of above scored30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)

I

If preservation as mitigation,

For impact assessment areas

Preservation adjustment factor =

I

l~djustedmitigation delta =

I

llfm~t~gat~on
Delta = [withcurrent]

-

Foml62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effectibre date 02-04-2004]

FL = delta x acres =

-0.49

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

I

-

I

PART I - Qualitative Description
(See Section 62345.400, F.A.C.)
Application Number

SitelProject Name
Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
FLUCCs code

Assessment Area Name or Number
NIA

Polygon 7

Further classification (optional)
NIA

6120 (mangrove swamp)
BasinMlatershedNameINumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)1291030902

I

Impact or Mitigation Site?
Impact

2.44 acres

]special Classification (i.e.Om,AP, other bcallstatdfederaldedgnaUm of Importance)

Affected Waterbody (Class)

I

Assessment Area Size

Class Ill

NIA

1 ~ e o ~ r a ~relationship
hic
to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
Tidally connected mature mangrove wetlands, including a portion of the north south tidal channel, separated from the ICW to the east
by a rlprap boulder revetment. This area includes a portion of a tidal channel that runs north-south.
Assessment area description

I

Mature red mangrove wetland with black and white mangroves also present.

Significant nearby features

Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regiona
landscape.)

ICW is located to the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands t o the
west and south. Port Everglades i n surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
State Park, West Lake Park

Mangrove swamps are rare in Broward County
I

Functions

Mitigation for previous permitfother historic use

stam surge.

and pelagic
rpecler, provide
of
This area Is part of a conservation easement that was granted to the then FDER
manatee habitat, pmvida mostlng and foraging
Everglades
On 1Y15'88 In accordance with dredge and
pennit #
and wadlng bird.. stablllu, redimen and pmvlde pmtectlonof surrounding area by
060924019 for the developmentof the Southport Turning Notch.
I

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species l~nticipatedUtilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representativeof the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
be found )

I

Manatee (E), Little Blue Heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC),
Mangrove crabs, migratory and wading birds, juvenile fish,
Tricolored Heron (SSC), Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltootl
commercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges and other invertebrates
Sawfish (T)
I

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

Mangrove crabs, fiddler crabs, various spiders
\

Additional relevant factors:

Assessment date@):

Assessment conducted by:
Coastal Systems International, Inc.
-

--

-

-

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C.

--

[ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

-

111512008 111712008

PART II -Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and -600, F.A.C.)
Assessment Area Name or Number

Application Number

Sitelproject Name
Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
Impact or Mitigation

Polygon 7

NIA

Assessment date:

Assessment wnducted by:
Impact
Optima1 (10)

indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
t..
w e of wetland or surface
water assessed

Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

I

'500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

-

1/15/2008 1/17/2008

Coastal Systems I n t

I

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

I

Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetlandlsurfacewater
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

I

Mangrove wetlands immediately surrond thls area t o the west and north and the Port Is located In the near
vicinity. A rlprap revetment separates this area from the ICW. A tidal channel that runs northsouth through
this area provld& a connection t o the surrounding habitats. there is a long distance t o open tldal waters of
the ICW through the tidal channel, and the riprap wall slows tidal exchange.
With lmpact (dredglng),
mangrove swamps will no longer be present

I
.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)

lo pres or
current

I

with

.500(6)(c)Community structure

I

I

Red, black and whlte mangroves were present in this area, however, red was dominant overall. Red
mangroves were the dominant species under 5 feet tall and seedlings were rare. All stages of mangroves
were present but there were many large trees present. (1) Australian pine was observed In this area. The
mean DBH of trees was 3.4 inches, mean tree height of 19 feet, while the mean number of trees less than 5
feet tall was 1.2. Extensive prop root systems were found throughout the area and some areas had open
areas wlth less canopy.

1. Vegetation andlor
2. BenthicCommunity
lo pres or
current

Data collection points in this area were either adjacent to the tidal channel or were in standing water
between 0.5 and 1.5 feet deep. Urban runoff from the Port and surrounding developed area; ICW receives
stormwater runoff from all areas throughout the County and there Is decreased hydrological connection due
to distance to ICW. However, existing tidal channel provides good flushing.
With Impact (dredging),
mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present.

I

with

Score = sum of above scores130 (if
uplands. divide by 20)

I

For impact assessment areas

Adjusted mitigation delta =
-

I

FL = delta x acres =

I

-1.78

-

For mitigation assessment areas
Delta = [with-current]

Time lag (t-factor) =

-

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

--

--

-

I

-

PART I Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
SitelProject Name

Application Number

I
II

I

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment

I
I

NIA

Polygon 8

I

Further classification (optional)

""

FLuccs
6120 (mangrove swamp)

BasinMatershedNamdNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)1291030902

Assessment Area Name or Number

lmpact or Mitigation Site?

I

NIA

Impact

I1

Assessment Area Size
0.12 acres

Special Classification (i.e.OFW. AP, other IocaVstatdfederaldesignation of impotlanca)

Affected Waterbody (Class)
Class Ill

NIA

l ~ e o ~ r a ~relationship
hic
to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands

I

Within tidal mangroves at higher elevation than surrounding areas

Assessment area description
l ~ a n ~ r o area
v e impacted by fill area approximately 16 feet wide

Significant nearby features

Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

ICW is located to the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands t o the
west and south, Port Everglades i n surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
State Park, West Lake Park

Mangrove swamps are rare in Broward County
-

-

l~itigationfor previo&permillzher historic use
Mangroves provlo nursery habltat for Juvenile Pelagic reef spesles, provide
Of
food w9b In the fonn of detrital matter, provide roosting and foWling habitat for
migratory and wading birds, stabilize sediment and provide protection Of surrounding
area from stonn surge.

hi^ are. is part of a conserv~loneasement that was granted to the then FDER
by port Everglades on 12/15/88 In accordancewlth dredge and fill permit #
060924019 for the developmentof the Southpolt Turning Notch.

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representativeof the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T. SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
be found )

I

Little Blue Heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC), Tricolored Heron
Mangrove crabs, migratory and wading blrds, juvenile fish,
commercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges and other invertebrates (SSC), Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltooth Sawfish (T)

I

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

Additional relevant factors:

NIA

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Coastal Systems International, Inc.

111512008 111712008

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

-

PART II

- Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)

SitelProject Name

I

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment

lAssessment Area Name or Number

I

I

NIA

Assessment conducted by:

Impact or Mitigation

I

Application Number

Optimal (10)
Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

o pres or
ment

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

I

-

I

Coastal Systems Int.

Impact

I

Polygon 8

Assessment date:
111512008 111712008

Mlnlmal(4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetland/surface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

onnection to surrounding area is llmlted by berm at higher elevation, slgnlficant distance from ICW and
prap revetment separatlng the ICW to the east.
Wlth Impact
kedging), mangrove swamp will no longer be present

with

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)

rban runoff from Port and surrounding developed area; ICW recelves stormwater runoff from all areas
rougho out the County, water levels lower than expected, decreased hydrological connection due to distanc
ICW, barriers, higher elevation and limited tidal exchange.
With impact (dredglng)
Mangrove swamp will no longer be present.

'o pres or
current

with

.500(6)(c)Communitystructure

1. Vegetation andlor
2. Benthic Community

lnly seedling present at lower elevation next t o berm.
npact (dredging), mangrove swamp will no longer be present

With

'o pres or

Score = sum of above scores/30 (if
u~lands.
divide bv 20)

If presewation as mitigation,
Prese~ationadjustment factor =
Adjusted mitigation delta =

0.20

I

I

1

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres =

-0.02

0.00

For mitigation assessment areas

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

I

1

-

PART I Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Application Number
Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
FLUCCs code

I

I

NIA

Further classification (optional)

I

6120 (wetland swamp)

Basiflatershed NamelNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)1291030902

I

Assessment Area Name or Number

Impact or Mitigation Site?

I

NIA

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Polygon 9

Special Classification (1.e.OFW.

Class Ill

Impact

Assessment Area Size

1

3.15 acres

AP, dher locallstatelfederal deslgnatlond lmpo&nm)

NIA

l ~ e o ~ r a ~relationship
hic
to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
Tidally connected mature mangrove wetlands located west of existing berm and surrounded by mangrove wetlands.
Assessment area description

I

Predominately red magnrove wetland with black and white mangrove also present along with a large number of trees under 5 feet tall
and abundant seedlings.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

Significant nearby features

~ I C Wis located to the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands t o the
west and south, Port Everglades in surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
State Park, West Lake Park

I

IMangrove swamps are rare i n Broward County
I ~ i t i ~ a t i for
o nprevious permiVother historic use

I

Mangroves provie nursery habitat for juvenlle pelagic reef species, provlde basls of
food web in the form of detrital matter, provlde roosting and foraging habitat for
migratory and wading birds, stabilize sediment and provlde protection of surrounding
area from storm sume.
-

This area is part of a conservation easement that was granted to the then FDER
by Port Everglades on ,2115,88 in accordance
dredge and
0609240,9 for the development of the Southport
Notch.

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilizationby Listed Species (List species. their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T. SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
be found )

I

Little Blue Heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC), Tricolored Heron
Mangrove crabs, migratory and wading birds, juvenile fish,
commercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges and other invertebrates (SSC), Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltooth Sawfish (T)

I

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

I

Mangrove crabs, fiddler crabs, spiders

Additional relevant factors:

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Coastal Systems International, Inc.

111512008 111712008

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C.

[ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

-

PART II

- Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and -600, F.A.C.)

(~itel~roject
Name

]Application Number

IAssessmentArea Name or Number
Polygon 9

NIA

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment

Assessment conducted by:

Impact or Mitigation

Optimal (10)
Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

'o pres or
~rrent

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

-

111512008 lM712008

Coastal Systems Int.

Impact

indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface

Assessment date:

Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetlandlsurface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

langrove wetlands immediately surrond thls area to the north, south, and west. Area is tldally connected;
owever separated from tidal channel by berm resulting in reduced tidal exchange and connection to
urrounding areas. No exotics were present. The Port is located In the vlclnlty of thls area.
lith lmpact (dredging), mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present.

with

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)

b pres or
current

rban runoff from Port and surrounding developed area; ICW receives stormwater runoff from all areas
iroughout the County, slightly decreased hydrological connection and tidal exchange due to dlstance to
:Wand separation from tidal channel. Sufflclent water environment to support diverse community
tructure.
With impact
kedging), mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present.

with

.500(6)(c)Community structure

1. Vegetation andlor
2. Benthic Community
'o pres or
current

.ed, black and whlte mangroves were present in this area; however, red was domlnant overall. No exotics
rere present. Red mangroves were the domlnant species under 5 feet tall and seedlings were abundant
iroughout. There were a large number of smaller trees present and the average number of trees under 5
:et tall per polnt was 7.9. DBH of trees was 2.2 inches and the mean tree height was 17 feet.
Jith lmpact (dredging), mangrove swamp will no longer be present.

with

I
Score = sum of above scorest30 (if
uplands, divide by 20)
current

If preservation as mitigation,
l~reservationadjustment factor =
l~djustedmitigation delta =

1
I
I

m~trgatron
Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =
Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

I

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres =

-1.99

For mitigation assessment areas

I

IRFG

= delta/(t-factorx risk)=

I

PART I - Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
SiteIPmject Name

Application Number

I

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
FLUCCs code

I

Assessment Area Name or Number
NIA

Polygon 9

Further classification (optional)

I

6120 (wetland swamp)

BasinMlatershed NamelNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)1291030902

Impact or MitigationSite?

I

NIA

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Impact

Assessment Area Size

1

1.27 acres

Special Classification(i.e.OW. AP, mer locaVstatdfederaldeslgmatbn d importance)

Class Ill

NIA

to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
l ~ e o g r a ~ hrelationship
ic
Tidally connected mature mangrove wetlands, including a portion of the north south tidal channel, separated from the ICW to the east
by a riprap bould revetment. Mangrove wetlands border area to the west, north, and south.
Assessment area description

I

Predominately red mangrove wetland with black and white mangroves also present. Seedlings were rare and there were a large numbe
of trees less than 5 feet tall.
Significant nearby features

Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

ICW is located to the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands to the
west and south, Port Everglades in surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
State Park, West Lake Park

Mangrove swamps are rare In Broward County

Ifunctions

l ~ i t i ~ a for
b nprevious pemiVother historic use

I

Mangroves provie nursery habitat for juvenile pelagic reef species, provide basis of
food web the form of dstrital
and
habitat for
migratory and wading birds, stabilize sediment and provide protection of surrounding
area from storm surge.

This area is part of a mm-vatlon easement that was granted to the then FDER
by
On 12115188In accordance with
and 'I1
060924019 for the development of the Southport Turning Notch.
I

ticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species l ~ n t i c i ~ a t e
Utilization
d
by Listed Speaes (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T. SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
be found )

I

Little Blue Heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC), Tricolored Heron
Mangrove crabs, migratory and wading birds, juvenile fish,
commercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges and other invertebrates (SSC), Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltooth Sawfish (T)
I

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

l ~ a n ~ r o crabs,
ve
fiddler crabs, spiders, raccoon

P i t i o n a l relevant factors:

NIA

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Coastal Systems International, Inc.

111512008 111712008

Fom 62-345.900(1), F.A.C.

[ effective date 0244-2004 ]

-

PART I - Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
SiteIProject Name

Application Number

FLUCCs code

I

Assessment Area Name or Number

I

NIA

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
Further classification (optional)

I

6120 (wetland swamp)

I

NIA

S
V
l
o
a
e
p
h
r
l
l
l
i to i

Impact

I

l~ffectedWaterbody (Class)

Assessment Area Size

Impact or Mitigation Site?

I

BasinNVatershed NamelNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63)1291030902

Polygon 9

Special Classification(I.e.OFW,

1

1.27 acres

I

AP, other bcal/state/federaldeslgnalbn d Importance)

NIA

Class Ill

d hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands

I

Tidally connected mature mangrove wetlands, including a portion of the north south tidal channel, separated from the ICW to the east
b y a riprap bould revetment. Mangrove wetlands border area t o the west, north, and south.

Assessment area description

I

Predominately red mangrove wetland with black and white mangroves also present Seedlings were rare and there were a large numbe
of trees less than 5 feet tall.
Significant nearby features

Uniqueness (consideringthe relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

ICW is located to the east, 36.2 acres of mangrove wetlands to the
west and south, Port Everglades i n surrounding area, John U. Lloyd
State Park, West Lake Park

Mangrove swamps are rare i n Broward County
I

Functions

I

Mangroves provie nursery habitat for juvenile pelagic reef species, provide basis of
food web in the form of detrltai matter, provide roostingand foraging habitat for
migratory and wading birds, stabilize sediment and provide protection of surrounding
area from storm surge.

Mitigation for previous permitlother historic use
fhis area is Part of a conservation easement that was granted to the then FDER
by
On 12115188 In
with dredge and
060924019 for the development of the Southport Turning Notch.

perm'tC

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
be found )
assessment area)

I

Mangrove crabs, migratory and wading birds, juvenile fish,
Little Blue Heron (SSC), Snowy Egret (SSC), Tricolored Heron
commercial fish, barnacles, oysters, sponges and other invertebrates (SSC). Bald Eagle (E), Snook (SSC), Smalltooth Sawfish (T)

I

Observed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

I

Mangrove crabs, fiddler crabs, spiders, raccoon

Additional relevant factors:

NIA

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

Coastal Systems International, Inc.

111512008 111712008

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

-

PART II -Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
I ~ i t e l ~ r o j eName
ct

IApplication Number

Port Everglades Wetland Assessment
Impact or Mitigation

I
Optimal (10)

indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

'500(6)(a' Location and
Landscape Support

I

Polygon 10

Assessment conducted by:
lmpact

lo pres or
orrent

(AssessmentArea Name or Number

NIA

Assessment date:

Coastal Systems Int.
Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but suffiaent to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

-

111512008 111712008
Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetlandlsurface water
functions

Condition is insufficientto
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

Tidally connected mangrove wetlands Immediately surround this area to the north, south and west. Area Is
tidally connected; however reduced tidal exchange and connection to surrounding area as a result of a
riprap revetment and distance t o the ICW. No exotics were present. Port Is located In the viclnlty of thls
area.
With Impact
(dredging), mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present.

with

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)

Urban runoff from Port and surrounding developed area; ICW receives stormwater runoff from all areas
throughout the County; slighly decreased hyrological connection and tidal exchange due to distance along
With impact
tidal channel to ICW and riprap revetment locatbd to the east.
(dredging), mangrove swamp will no longer be present.

lo pres or
current

with

I ~ e dblack
,
and whlte mangroves were present I n this area; however, red was dominant overall. no exotics
were present. Red mangroves were the dominant species under 5 feet tall and seedlings were rare. The
Vegetation
mean number of trees under 5 feet was 2.9 while the mean DBH was 2.5 inches, mean tree height was 17
2, Benthic Community
feet.
With Impact (dredging),
mangrove swamp wlll no longer be present.
$0 pres or
with
current

,

,

If preservation as mitigation.

Score = sum of above scores130 (if
uplands, divide by 20)
current

l~reselvation
adjustmentfactor =

I

(~djustedmitigation delta =

I

7f mlbgahon

I

Delta = [with-current]

I

I

Time lag (t-factor) =
(Risk factor:

Foml62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective, date 02-04-2004]

I

For impact assessment areas
FL = delta x acres =

I

I

-0.89

For mitigation assessment areas

(

I
RFG = delta/(t-factor x risk) =

-

PART I Qualitative Description
(See Section 62445.400, F.A.C.)
iteIProject Name

Application Number

l~ssessrnent
Area Name or Number

Port Everglades

Scrape Down A

:LUCCs code

Further classification (optional)

191 (undeveloped land)

Impact or Mitigation Site?

NIA

mitigation

I

I

I
asinMlatershed NameINumber
Southeast
Coast(FL631291030902

Assessment Area Size

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Special Classification ( i . e . 0 ~AP,
~ .0 t h bcaUstate/fedeml deslgnallon d ~mpcrtanoe)

Class Ill

NIA

ieographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands

Site is adjacent to the existing FPL hot water discharge, ICW is located to the east, 48 ac Conservation Easement is located to the easl
No hydrological connection
ssessment area description

Site is currently undeveloped upland. Site contains Australian pines and Brazilian pepper. Site borders the 48 ac. conservation
easement.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regional
landscape.)

'ignificant nearby features

KPL discharge canal abuts a portion of the site. The ICW is located to
!ast and a 48 ac conservation easement is located directly east of the
site.

Not Unique

Mitigation for previous permitlother historic use

unctions

Not mitigation

None

rnticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
iat are representativeof the assessment area and reasonably expected to dassification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
le found )

I
lbserved Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

None

4dditional relevant factors:

Site is currently undeveloped upland with 10-20 coverage in exotic species.

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date(s):

CH2M HILL

8/4/2008

Form 62-345.900(1), F.A.C. [ effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART I1

- Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)

ISitelProiect Name

Scrape Down A

Port Everglades

-

Assessment date:

Assessment conducted by:

Impact or Mitigation

8/4/2008

CHPM HILL

Mitigation
--

I

lAssessment Area Name or Number

\Application Number

-

Optimal (10)
Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterfunctions

Minimal (4)

Not Present (0)

Minimal level of support of
wetlandlsurface water
functions

Condition is insufficient to
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

Current Conditions: Site is located within Port Everglades. Site is adjacent to 48 ac conservation easement and
FPL hot water discharge canal. Proposed Condltlons: Site will be directly connected to the conservation
easement. Surrounding areas with exotic vegetation will be removed.

with

.SOO(B)(b)WaterEnvironment
(nla for uplands)

Zurrent Conditions: Site is currently upland with no hydrologicalconnection
Proposec
conditions: The site will receive hydrological impute through a series of canals and tidal pools witch will be
hydrological connected through the FPL discharge canal and the site will connect through one of the existing canals
within the conservation easement.

LIOpres or
current

1%

I-Tq

I

1. Vegetation andlor
2. Benthic Community

Current Conditlons: Site is partially vegetated by Brazilian Pepper and Australian Pines. Proposed conditions:
Site will be mangrove habitat with tidal pools and tidal creeks that allow for fish and wildlife usage. Expected usage
will include foraging, roosting, nesting, nursery habitat for juvenile fish species .

b o pres or
current

T]I

,

current

Preservationadjustment factor =
mitigation delta =

Time lag (1-factor) =
Risk factor =
Form 62-345.900(2). F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

r
I

If preservation as mitigation,
uplands, divide by 20)

I

For impact assessment areas

FL = delta x acres =

For mitigation assessment areas

I

PART I - Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
Application Number

teiProject Name

Assessment Area Name or Number
Scrape Down B

Port Everglades
Further classification (optional)

LUCCs code
191 (undeveloped land)
asidwatershedNamelNumber
Southeast
Coast(FL631291030902

Impact or Mitigation Site?

NIA

Assessment Area Size

Mitigation

Affected Waterbody (Class)

Special Classification (I.e.OFW, AP, &er

Class Ill

3.54

bcallrrtatelfederal deslgnatbn o~ irnpomnca)

NIA

eographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands
Site is adjacent to the existing FPL discharge canal, ICW is located to the east, 48 ac Conservation Easement is located to the south.
To the north In the manatee nursery. No hydrological connection
ssessment area description
Site i s currently dry marina and open yard storage.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to the regiona'
landscape.)

ignificant nearby features

1

W
: is located to east, 48 ac conservation easement is located direct1
east of the site.

Not Unique

Mitigation for previous permitlother historic use

unctions
None

I

Not mitigation

,nticipatedWildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Species (List species, their legal
)at are representativeof the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
e found )

None

I

None

I

)bserved Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

None

,dditional relevant factors:

iite is currently a functioning dry dock marina, and open storage yards. The site i s just south of the existing manatee nursery. Site wi
e hydrologicaly connected to the FPL discharge canal by a tidal channel. The tidal channel will provide habitat for fish and wildlife.

hssessmentconducted by:

Assessment date@):

;H2M HILL

8/4/2008

Form 62-345.900(1). F.A.C.

[effective date 02-04-2004 ]

PART II -Quantification of Assessment Area (impact or mitigation)
(See Sections 62-345.500 and .600, F.A.C.)
Assessment Area Name or Number

Application Number

Sitelproject Name

Scrape Down B

Port Everglades
Assessment conducted by:

Impact or Mitigation

Optimal (10)

I
I

Condition is optimal and fully
supports wetlandlsurface
water functions

indicator is based on what
would be suitable for the
type of wetland or surface
water assessed

.500(6)(a) Location and
Landscape Support

'o pres or
~rrent

Assessment date:

CH2M HILL

Mitigation

Moderate(7)
Condition is less than
optimal, but sufficient to
maintain most
wetlandlsurface
waterhrnctions

8/4/2008

I

Minimal (4)

I

Minimal level of support of
wetlandlsurface water
functions

I

Not Present (0)
Condition is insufficientto
provide wetlandlsurface
water functions

Current conditions: Site is located within Port Everglades. Site is adjacent to 48 ac conservation easement and
PL discharge canal. Proposed conditions: 3.54 ac of surrounding areas will have exotic vegetation removed anc
will be excavated and planted with mangroves.

with

.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)

:urrent Conditions: Site is currently upland with no hydrological connection
Proposec
conditions: The site will receive hydrological impute through a tidal channel which will be hydrologicaly connected
through the FPL discharge canal.

'o pres or

-

--

.500(6)(c)Community structure

Current Conditions: Site is currently a dry dock marina and open storage yard with scattered exotic vegetation.
Proposed conditions: Site will be mangrove habitat with a tidal creek that allow for fish and wildlife usage.
Expected usage will include foraging, roosting, nesting, nursery habitat for juvenile fish species .

I.Vegetation andlor
2. Benthic Community

pres or
current

10

with

For impact assessment areas
uplands, divide by 20)
Preservationadjustment factor =
FL = delta x acres =
Adjusted mitigation delta =

I

I

CH2M HILL
0.67

I

7f m~t~gahon

I I

For mitigation assessment areas

Time lag (t-factor) =
Risk factor =

Form 62-345.900(2), F.A.C. [effective date 02-04-2004]

1.46
1.25

I

IRFG

= deltar(t-factor x risk)=

0.37

1

PART I - Qualitative Description
(See Section 62-345.400, F.A.C.)
I~ite/~roject
Name

l~pplicationNumber

lAssessment Area Name or Number

Port Everglades

I FLuCcs

I

191 (undeveloped land)

BasirWatershedNameINumber
Southeast
Coast(FL63/29/030902

Scrape Down C 8 D
Further classification (optional)

I

NIA

Impact or Mitigation Site?

Assessment Area Size

I

1

Mitigation

1.78

Special Classification(I.e.OFW.AP, 0 t h locaVstate/federal designation of importance)

Affected Waterbody (Class)
Class Ill

NIA

I

Geographic relationship to and hydrologic connection with wetlands, other surface water, uplands

I ~ i iseadjacent to the existing FPL hotwater discharge, ICW is located to the east, 48 ac Conservation Easement is located to the Soutl
sessment area description
Site is currently undeveloped upland slope adjoining Port to the FPL Discharge canal. Site contains Australian pines and Brazilian
pepper.
Uniqueness (considering the relative rarity in relation to thelregional
landscape.)

gnificant nearby features
ICW is located to the east, 48 ac conservation easement is located
directly south of the site. FPL discharge canal is adjacent to the site.

Not Unique

Functions

Mitigation for previous permitlother historic use

Current functions of the site are limited due to dense exotic growth
with limited shorellne interface. Possible usage includes roosting.

Not mitigation

Anticipated Wildlife Utilization Based on Literature Review (List of species Anticipated Utilization by Listed Speaes (List species, their legal
that are representative of the assessment area and reasonably expected to classification (E, T, SSC), type of use, and intensity of use of the
assessment area)
be found )

I

3bsewed Evidence of Wildlife Utilization (List species directly observed, or other signs such as tracks, droppings, casings, nests, etc.):

roosting evident.

Additional relevant factors:

Currently the site is densely vegetated with Brazilian Pepper and Australian Pines.

Assessment conducted by:

Assessment date@):
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8/4/2008
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Optimal (10)
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Minimal level of support of
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Not Present (0)
Condition is insufficient to
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Current Conditions: Site is located within Port Everglades. Site is adjacent to 48 ac CE and FPL hotwater
discharge canal. Proposed Condltlons: Site will be continuous with adjacent CE and will have no exotic species
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.500(6)(b)Water Environment
(nla for uplands)
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current

:urrent Conditlons: Site is currently upland with no hydrological connection
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:onditions: The site will receive hydrological impute through rip rap which will line the edge of the created planting
shelves.
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.500(6)(c)Community structure

Current Conditions: Site is vegetated by Brazilian Pepper and Australian Pines. Proposed condltlons: Site will
Be mangrove habitat with rip rap along the FPL canal edge. Expected usage will include foraging, roosting, nesting,
nursery habitat for juvenile fish species .
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Mitigation Determination Formulas
(See Section 62-345.600(3), F-AC.)
For each impact assessment area:
(FL) Functional Loss = Impact Delta X Impact acres
For each mitigation assessment area:
(RFG) Relative Functional Gain = Mitigation Delta (adjusted for preservation, if applicable)/((t-factor)(risk))

(a) Mitigation Bank Credit Determination
The total potential credits for a mitigation bank is the sum of the credits for each assessment area
where assessment area credits equal the RFG times the acres of the assessment area scored
Bank
Assessment
Area
RFG
X
Acres = Credits

a.a.2
total

(b) Mitigation needed to offset impacts, when using a mitigation bank
The number of mitigation bank credits needed, when the bank or regional offsite mitigation area
is assessed in accordance with this rule, is equal to the summation
of the calculated functional loss for each impact assessment area.
Impact
Assessment
Area

:Z
'e

a.a.2
total

FL

Credits
needed

=

8
1

(c) Mitigation needed to offset impacts, when not using a bank
To determine the acres of mitigation needed to offset impacts when not using a bank or a regional
offsite mitigation area as mitigation, divide functional loss (FL) by relative functional gain (RFG).
If there are more than one impact assessment area or more than one mitigation assessment area,
the total functional loss and total relative functional gain is determined by summation of the
functional loss (FL) and relative functional gain (RFG) for each assessment area.
RFG
example
A
B
C&D
Total Funtional

Acres
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P9
PI0
Total Functional
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-1.99
-0.89
-5.38
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1.0 Introduction
This report presents results of a multidimensional hydrodynamic modeling analysis of
proposed mangrove enhancement activities at Port Everglades, Florida, related to expansion
of the Port's turning notch. Approximately 8.68 acres of mangroves will be removed to
expand the turning notch; a total of four areas encompassing 16.76 acres have been selected
for enhancement. Figure 1.1presents an overview of the project area showing the existing
conservation easement, the proposed turning notch, and the proposed enhancement areas
(green cross-hatch).
Note that there are 4 separate enhancement areas: two larger areas on the west side of the
FPL Canal, and two additional smaller areas to the northeast. The majority of the proposed
enhancement areas are located on the west side of the FPL Canal, and have been designed
with shallow channels (-2 to -3 ft MLW) and a marsh plain elevation of +/- 2 feet MLW. The
two smaller areas to the north and east of the canal have a design elevation of 2 feet MLW
and no channels.
The numerical analysis used the Surfacewater Modeling System, which contains the twodimensional, depth-averaged hydrodynamic model RMA-2 and the RMA-4 constituent
transport model used for the flushing analysis. The Surfacewater Modeling System is
widely used by engineers to model complex hydrodynamics in estuarine water bodies. The
models contained in SMS were developed in part by the US Army Corps of Engineers.
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FIGURE 1.1 EXISTING AND PROPOSED MANGROVE HABITAT

2.0 Field Data Collection
A field data collection campaign was designed and implemented to obtain oceanographic
data in the vicinity of Port Everglades for use in the numerical modeling analysis.
Instruments were deployed by CH2M HILL staff on August 6, 2008, and retrieved on
August 26,2008. The proposed 14 day deployment was extended because of Tropical Storm
Faye, which passed over Florida from west to east (Naples to Melbourne) on August 19 and
20 and then again from East (near Daytona Beach) to West on August 21. The influence of
the tropical storm is visible in the water level records when compared to local predicted
tides.
Two Interocean S4 current meters were deployed to measure current velocity, water depth,
conductivity, and temperature. Instruments were anchored in place with concrete paving
blocks and held in a vertical position via buoys. One meter was deployed on the eastern
edge of the Intracoastal Waterway (ICW)just south of the U.S. Coast Guard Station, and the
second meter was deployed in the FPL Canal, slightly north of center and roughly rnid-way
between the ICW and the Dry Marina. Two pressure transducers were also deployed to
provide more accurate measurements of water levels in the vicinity of the project area; one
instrument was deployed at the eastern end of the Dania Cutoff Canal, and the second was
deployed in the ICW adjacent to the S4 meter. Figure 2.1 shows the deployment locations of
both the S4 and water level instruments.
Figure 2.2 shows the current meter string deployed in the ICW. The instrument array
consists of concrete blocks used to anchor the instrument array to the sea floor, an acoustic
release to aid in retrieval of the instrument, the actual current meter, and two vinyl floats to
keep the current meter oriented correctly in the water column. The components are linked
with stainless steel cables. This meter was deployed at 1425 on August 6, 2008, in
approximately 43 feet of water, approximately 50 yards south of the manatee warning sign
on the eastern edge of the ICW just south of the U.S. Coast Guard Station (26 deg, 5', 11.7"
North; 80 deg, 6', 46.7" West).
Figure 2.3 shows the current meter as deployed in the FPL Canal. This meter was deployed
in approximately 11 feet of water at 10:20 on August 6, 2008. An acoustic release was not
required for this shallow deployment (26 deg, 04', 42.7" North; 80 deg, 07', 04.5" West). A
security cable was attached to the current meter array, and then connected to a tree trunk on
the northern bank of the FPL canal.
The two water level instruments were deployed Water level instruments were housed in
PVC containers and affixed with pipe clamps to signposts. Figure 2.4 shows the signpost at
the entrance of the Dania Canal (26 deg, 03', 52.9" North; 80 deg, 06', 49.7" West). The
second water level recorder was deployed at a similar sign adjacent to the U.S. Coast Guard
Station (26 deg, 05', 13.3" North; 80 deg, 06', 46.1" West).
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FIGURE 2.1 DEPLOYMENTSITES: S4 CURRENT METERS AND WATER LEVEL RECORDERS

FIGURE 2.2. CURRENT METER STMNG DEPLOYED AT ICW STATION
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FIGURE 2.3. CURRENT METER DEPLOYED AT FPL CANAL STATIC

FIGURE 2.4. DEPLOYMENT LOCATION FOR PRESSURETRANSDUCER NEAR DANlA CANAL
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Oceanographic instnunents were retrieved by CH2M HILL personnel on August 26, 2008.
Data was downloaded from the instruments, reviewed for quality, and provided for use in
the numerical modeling analysis. Graphs of the data are presented and discussed below.
Figure 2.5 presents the time series of North and East velocity components measured by the
S4 meter deployed at the ICW Station. Velocities are primarily aligned with the shipping
channel in the north/south direction, with a clear bias to the north.
Figure 2.6 present the measured velocity components at the FPL Canal Station. The
discharge from the FPL facility sets up a strong, easterly flow in the downstream section of
the FPL Canal. The velocities are directed towards the east throughout the tidal cycle, with
increased tidal elevations yielding smaller eastward velocities than those at low tide. The
current records indicate that water from the ICW does not flow into the canal on flood tide.
Rather, the increase in stage on a flood tide slows the velocity of discharge in the canal. The
unidirectional flow in the FPL canal allows for a simplification in the modeling analysis, as
discussed below.
Shortly after deployment, CH2M HILL personnel were contacted by Dave Orders of Orders
Associates, who provided oceanographic equipment to CH2M HILL for the project. Dave
Orders was contacted on the aftemoon of August 8, 2008 by Mike Gigante of the Seastar
Foundation, who saw the current meter array deployed in the EPL canal and called the
contact number written on the vinyl float. The float would have been under approximately
3 feet of water. Mr. Gigante contends that he did not disturb the instrument, but merely
called the contact number on the instrument. This conflicts with what Orders recalls him
mentioning initially, that he attempted to pull up the meter but could not.
Figure 2.7 presents a portion of the data record during the first 4 days of deployment at the
FPL Canal Station. There is clearly a change in the record on the aftemoon of August 8,
2008. The change is clearly visible in the cross channel (North/South) velocity; it is not as
clear in the East/West velocity (Figure 7). Thus, it seems likely that staff from the Seastar
Foundation did interfere with the operation of the meter. It is possible that tampering with
the instrument impeded its ability to rotate freely and thus biased the remainder of the data
collection. However, the majority of the data record depicts tidally varying velocities
expected at the project site, and since the cross channel velocity is generally small compared
to the channel axis velocity, it was assumed that the data was sufficient for use in model
verification.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 present scatter plots of the measured currents in the ICW and the FPL
Canal, respectively. These plots show the dominant direction of the currents (North in the
ICW and East in the FPL Canal), as well as the relative magnitude of the minor, crosschannel currents.
Figure 2.10 shows the water temperature measured in the FPL Canal and in the ICW by the
oceanographic equipment. Temperatures in the FPL are consistently higher than those in
the ICW. Daily peak temperatures in the FPL Canal can be 2 to 5 degrees Celsius higher
than those in the ICW. The timing of the rises in temperature in at the ICW Station indicate
a warm water plume from the FPL discharge is being carried north past the ICW meter by
tidal
currents.
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Measured Currents at ICW-North Station
August, 2008
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3.0 Model Assumptions
The existing conservation easement is protected on the east and south by a limestone
breakwater. This breakwater functions to reduce the impact of vessel wakes and windgenerated waves on the mangrove wetland. The breakwater is porous in that water can
seep through into the mangrove wetland on flood tides, and water can drain out of the
mangrove wetland during ebb tides. For the purposes of the modeling analysis, it is
assumed that these breakwaters are not pervious, and thus all interaction between the ICW
and the mangrove areas takes place via the FPL Canal. This is likely a conservative
assumption with regard to the flushing analysis; predicted flushing times are likely longer
than would be expected in the field because of the additional flow pathway through these
breakwaters.
The FPL facility discharges at a constant rate of 1936 cfs (870,000 gpm) through four 80,000
gpm pumps and four 137,500 gpm pumps. The upper portion of the discharge canal (North
of the Port offices) can be excluded without compromising the numerical results. The grid
resolution and small time step required to model high flow rates through successive 90
degree channel bends would considerably hamper model simulations.

4.0 Existing Conditions Hydrodynamic Model
A numerical model grid was constructed representing existing conditions in the vicinity of
the project site. The main grid extends from the Dania Canal in the south to north of the
A1A Bridge. Bathymetry (hydrographic survey data) for Port Everglades and the
Intracoastal Waterway was provided in electronic format by the US. Army Corps of
Engineers. Port staff provided electronic data of soundings in the FPL Canal. Depths in the
existing mangrove conservation area were set based on field reconnaissance during
deployment of the oceanographic equipment on August 6,2008.
The hydrodynamic model solves the conservation equations of mass and momentum to
predict water level and velocity (x and y) at every node in the model grid. Figure 4.1
presents the coverage of the model constructed for this analysis. There are 4455 elements
and 11922 nodes in the boundary-fitted model grid.
The numerical model requires specification of time-varying boundary conditions. For this
model, tidal stages at Dania Canal and at the tidal connection with ocean were specified, as
was the discharge from the FPL power plant. The model also requires Manning's friction
coefficients. Two separate values were used in the model: the open water and channel areas
were specified with a value of 0.025, and the mangrove wetland areas were set to 0.40 to
account for their influence on the flow. Model simulations were conducted with a 12
minute time step.
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FIGURE 4.1. MODEL GRID COVERAGE AND BATHYMETRY

Model predicted velocities are presented in Figure 4.2 and compared to currents measured
by the S4 current meters. In the FPL Canal, the predicted velocities are of a similar
magnitude and range as the measured currents. The predicted velocities deviate from the
measured values during the 4 day period corresponding to August 8-11, 2008. Recall that
this meter may have been tampered with during this time. The agreement between
predicted and measured velocities improves towards the end of this 10 day period.
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The agreement between predicted and measured currents at the ICW station are adequate
for the purposes of this application, considering it focuses on an area influenced by stages in
the ICW more than currents in the ICW. The predicted tidal current magnitudes
demonstrate more symmetry than the measured currents. Measured data indicate that the
currents are significantly stronger during ebb time (see Figure 4.3).
There is a small phase lag in water surface elevation between the Dania Canal and the ocean
inlet. The ability to predict the magnitude and phasing of the tidally varying north-south
currents in the ICW requires the proper specification of this phase lag. The northward bias
in Figure 9 indicates that the currents flow strongly to the north on rising tides, and may
flow either south or north on ebb tide. This indicates the basin is filling from the south,
pushing north up the ICW on the rising tide.
Figure 4.4 shows the variability in predicted currents in the FPL canal near the current
meter. Model predictions for three separate location in the FPL canal are presented; point
"B" is the approximate location of the current meter, point "A" is 20 feet towards the bank
and point "C" is 20 feet towards the channel center. Note the significant variation in
predicted velocity with a short change in location across the channel.
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A small portion of the full model grid was used for the flushing studies, based on the
unidirectional flow in the FPL Canal. Figure 4.5 shows the whole sub-grid used in the
flushing analysis. Water surface elevations at the eastern edge of the FPL Canal were taken
from the full model grid and applied as a boundary condition in the small model grid. A
24- hour period was selected as a representative tide that could be applied in a repeating
fashion for longer duration simulations with the constituent transport model (Figure 4.6).
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FIGURE 4.6. REPEATING TIDE USED IN HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATIONS WITH SMALL GRID

5.0 Proposed Conditions Hydrodynamic Model
The model grid developed for the existing conditions was modified to reflect the proposed
mitigation areas adjacent to the FPL Canal. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the model grid
representing the FPL Canal, conservation easement, and proposed enhancement areas.
Hydrodynamic model simulations were conducted with identical boundary conditions used
in the existing conditions model discussed above. Inflows were set at a constant 1936 cfs,
and the time varying water level specified at the eastern end of the discharge canal were
taken from the full existing conditions model simulation. Model simulations were
conducted for a 24-hour period, chosen so that multiple periods could be seamlessly linked
to model extended durations.

FIGURE 5.1. MODELGRID WITH PROPOSEDMANGROVEAREAS
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6.0 Flushing Studies
Results of the hydrodynamic models were used as input in the constituent transport model
to ascertain the flushing characteristics of the existing and proposed mangrove areas. A
conservative tracer is tracked through time with an advection/dispersion model, subject to
the hydrodynamics at the project site as predicted by the 2D RMA2 model.
The bottom elevation near the mangroves in the existing mangrove conservation easement
is at approximately -0.5 to 0 feet MLW, based on field reconnaissance during deployment of
the oceanographic equipment. This is considerably lower than the marsh plain elevation
proposed for the mitigation areas. A recent, successful mitigation project at John Lloyd
Park, near the Port Everglades project site, was used as a basis for design. The marsh
elevation at John Lloyd Park was 2 feet above MLW, indicating tidal inundation once every
twelve hours, on average.
Since the proposed marsh areas are above mean tide level, they will drain on every ebb tide.
The current conservation easement does not completely drain because of a lower base
elevation. In terms of flushing, the proposed areas will thus flush completely on each tide,
except possibly for the channel areas, whereas water remains in the conservation easement
wetlands because of their greater depth. Furthermore, the existing conservation easement
has significant, relatively deep (6 ft MLW) open water areas. Flushing of the conservation
easement is a function of the volume exchanged on each tide in relation to the volume
stored in the wetland and open water areas at low tide.
In order to quantify the relative flushing rates of the existing and proposed wetland areas, a
numerical flushing study was conducted. The study sets the initial concentration in the
model grid to an arbitrary concentration of 100 parts per thousand (ppt), and then uses the
results of the hydrodynamic model to predict the decrease in concentration of the
conservative substance with time. The time series of concentration at a given location
provides information on the flushing capacity of the system. A flushing time can be defined
as the time it takes for the concentration to be reduced to some fraction, say one-tenth, of its
original value. Furthermore, the flushing time can be compared to the theoretical residence
time, calculated as the system volume divided by the inflow rate.
Time series results of predicted concentrations are presented for several locations
throughout the enhancement area and conservation easement (Figure 6.1). Contour plots
are also presented to demonstrate differences in the mixing characteristics between the
existing and proposed conditions. Flushing simulations begin at hour 0 with a high tide,
and progress for 5 days. This is a conservative approach, as the flushing improves during
low tide because of the decrease in volume stored in the mangrove areas.
Figure 6.2 presents a comparison of the predicted tracer concentration with time for the 5
locations in the existing conservation easement. In the existing conservation easement area,
the southern portion of the site has the longest retention time. This is due in part to the
assumption that the flow through the riprap barriers lining the site is negligible. The
oscillations seen in the record at the southwest comer of the site (Point A) are caused by
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variations in the circulation patterns inside the conservation easement with the tide. On a
rising tide, water from the power plant flows past Point A into the southwestem comer of
the site, a dead end as modeled (see Figure 4.5). On the ebb tide, this water carrying a
relatively high tracer concentration flows north past Point A, and the concentration rises.
This is repeated until the southwest comer is flushed out. The southeast comer of the
conservation easement (Point B) also has a relatively high residence time. The concentration
at Point B is reduced to 10 percent of its original value after 36.8 hours.
Figure 6.3 shows the predicted tracer concentration at 7 locations in the conservation
easement and proposed mangrove wetland areas reflecting the proposed geometric
configuration at the project site. The flushing in the conservation easement is improved
considerably with the addition of the proposed enhancement areas, specifically the large
southem site with flow-through channels. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 present the improvement in
flushing at Points A and B, respectively. A summary of the time required to achieve 90%
flushmg at each output location is provided in Table 6.1.
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TABLE 6.1. TIME IN HOURS TO REDUCE TRACER CONCENTRATION BY 90%

Hour when Concentration Remains Below 10 ppt
Location
A - Southwest Corner of Conservation Easement
B - Southeast Corner of Conservation Easement
C - Center of Conservation Easement
D - Outlet of Southern Proposed Mangrove Marsh
E -West Edge of Northern Proposed Mangrove Marsh
F - Inlet of Southern Proposed Mangrove Marsh
G - East End of FPL Canal

Existing
65.4
36.8
7.0
7.4
NIA
N/A
2.4

Proposed
11.2
20.0
4.8
5.6
13.4
2.0
1.8

7.0 Summary and Conclusions
A two-dimensional, depth-averaged hydrodynamic model has been constructed for both
existing and proposed conditions at the project site. The hydrodynamic and water quality
models used in this analysis are robust and have been used worldwide for several decades.
There are often limitations in the application of a set of models to a particular location. In
the case of the mangrove enhancement project, limitations were addressed by the adoption
of conservative assumptions. For example, it is difficult to correctly represent the effect that
the rubble mound structures protecting the conservation easement have on the local tidal
exchange. In the model, it is assumed that the rubble mound structures do not allow any
exchange with the conservation easement, and that all exchange with the easement occurs
through the FPL Canal. This is likely conservative, in that there is some flow through the
rubble mound structures. The flushing predicted by the model is thus underestimated, and
considered conservative. The numerical model was validated with field data collected over
a 20 day period starting August 6, 2008. In regards to the disturbance of the meters during
the data collection event, a review of the current meter data indicates that the meter was
disturbed on the afternoon of August 8, 2008. Following this disturbance, the northern
component of measured velocities appear suspect. Fortunately, the dominant currents in
the FPL Canal are in the east/west direction. The data record exhibits expected tidal
variation in the long-channel velocity components. Furthermore, the range in tidal
velocities in the channel after the meter was tampered with are consistent with the range in
velocities at the beginning of the deployment. It was assumed for the purposes of the
modeling analysis that the data was not compromised by staff from the Seastar Foundation.
The results of the hydrodynamic model were used to drive a constituent transport model in
order to quantify the flushing characteristics of the existing and proposed mangrove
wetlands.
The proposed enhancement areas have a marsh plain elevation of 2 ft MLW and minimal
channel storage. The marsh areas will drain on every ebb tide. In the northern
enhancement area on the west side of the FPL Canal, the constructed channels are dead-end
channels and will contain water at low tide. In the larger, southern enhancement area, the
constructed channels flow though the site from the FPL canal into the conservation
easement, connecting with a remnant channel. The addition of the largest (southwest)
enhancement area will improve flushing in the conservation easement; the proposed
channel will provide an increase in flushing flows to the southern portion of the
conservation easement, thus improving circulation and reducing residence time.
The performance of the proposed enhancement area and the improvements in the flushing
of the conservation easement provided by the project are contingent on the ability for water
to flow from north to south through the channels in the proposed area and into the
conservation area. The remnant channel (Figure 7.1) must have adequate capacity and not
serve as a bottleneck limiting flow into the southern portion of the conservation easement.
It is recommended that this channel be improved during construction of the proposed
enhancement areas. Furthermore, there is a large sand deposit at the intersection of this
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remnant channel and the north-south channel (see Figure 7.1). This restriction should also
be removed to improve flushing in the conservation easement.

FIGURE 7.1. RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
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Executive Summary
This memorandum documents the existing and proposed drainage conditions affecting the
proposed 17 acre wetland creation area located east of SE 18th Avenue and south of SE 36th
Street. In addition, the review includes existing and proposed stormwater treatment
methods to determine compliance with current design criteria. The purpose of the project is
to swap 8.7 acres with a portion of an existing conservation easement for the new wetland
creation area. The existing conservation easement is proposed as a turning notch to
facilitate port operations and navigation at Berth 30.
The existing E-W Ditch located south of SE 36th Street conveys stormwater runoff from a
29.9 offsite drainage area to the FPL Discharge Canal. The offsite drainage area includes the
Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ) and 1800 Eller Drive Building.
The drainage concept for the proposed wetland creation area is affected by the proposed
Bridge over FPL Discharge Canal. The proposed Bridge Over FPL Discharge Canal affects
permit SWM#06-00703-Sfwhich should be modified to accommodate the proposed bridge
and roadway improvements. Two stormwater management alternatives were evaluated for
this project - the E-W Ditch and the E-W Culvert. The E-W Ditch is designed to
accommodate the first inch of stormwater runoff from 29.9 acres, and should be situated
adjacent to the proposed driveway and parking lot. The minimum cross section geometry is
shown in Table ES-1.
TABLE ES-1

E-W Ditch Cross Section Geometry
Parameter

Value

Bottom Width (BW)

80'

Front Slope (FS)

1:I

Back Slope (BS)

1:l

Depth (D)

Varies 3.6' to 5.8'

Top Width (TW)

Varies 89' to 91'

Top Width
(including maintenance)

Varies 109' to 111"

The E-W Culvert option is designed to accommodate the first inch of stormwater runoff
from 29.9 acres. This option requires 44-18" diameter pipes in parallel to accommodate the
required water quality treatment volume.
The E-W Ditch is recommended because the top width is less compared to the E-W Culvert.
As a result, more enhancement area is available with the Ditch. The proposed 17 acre
wetland creation area should be designed to accommodate the recommended E-W Ditch
configuration and location.

1.0 Introduction
This memorandum summarizes the review of existing and proposed drainage plan in the
vicinity of the proposed wetland creation area, and the stormwater treatment methods to
determine compliance with current design criteria. The proposed wetland creation area is
located on a 17 acre vacant parcel bounded by SE 36th Street on the north, Berth 30 on the
south, conservation easement to the east, and SE 1 8 t h Avenue to the West (see Figure 1.1Location Map).
The purpose of the project is to swap 8.7 acres existing conservation easement for the 17 acre
wetland creation area. The existing conservation easement is proposed as a turning notch to
facilitate port operations and navigation at Berth 30.
The memorandum provides a drainage concept plan, and excludes final drainage analysis
and construction plans for new stormwater management facilities associated with the
proposed wetland creation area.
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2.0 Existing Drainage
Stormwater runoff from a 29.9 offsite drainage area flows overland to an existing E-W Ditch
on the north side of the proposed wetland creation area (see Figure 2.1 - Existing Drainage
Map). The offsite drainage area includes the Foreign Trade Zone (ETZ) and 1800 Eller Drive
Building .
Stormwater runoff from the FTZ and WTC sites flow east via an existing 2-24" RCP crossing
SE 18th Avenue from the N-S Ditch to the E-W Ditch(see Appendix 4-A). The existing E-W
Ditch flows east from SE 18th Avenue to an existing control structure, and discharges to the
FPL Discharge Canal. The existing control structure consists of a 24" RCP with a concrete
weir at elevation 4.84 feet. The control structure details are included in Appendix 4-A.
Stormwater runoff from the remainder of the 17-acre vacant parcel flows east to the existing
conservation easement, and does not flow to the existing E-W Ditch along SE 36th Street.
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3.0 Proposed Drainage
The drainage concept plan for the proposed wetland creation area will be affected by the
proposed bridge over FPL Discharge Canal. The project includes the construction of a new
1,360 LF two-lane road and bridge from SE 18th Avenue to a point east of the FPL Discharge
Canal. The new mainline road is situated north of SE 36th Street and includes a future
parking lot (see Appendix 4-B - Bridge Over FPL Discharge Canal Construction Plans).
The proposed Bridge over FPL Discharge Canal affects permit SWM #06-00703-S, which
should be modified based on information contained in the Port Everglades Bridge Over FPL
Discharge Canal Drainage Report by Craven Thompson & Associates, Inc. dated August
2008 (see Appendix 4-C).
Stormwater runoff from the new roadway and bridge will be treated in exfiltration trenches
located under the proposed roadway prior to discharging to the FPL Discharge Canal.
There are two discharge points for the exfiltration trenches which are located on the east
and west side of the canal, respectively. The existing exfiltration trench system located in
the Dry Marina parking lot (north of SE 36th Avenue) should be removed to accommodate
the new exfiltration trench system for the proposed bridge and roadway.
The proposed stormwater runoff from the 29.9 acre offsite drainage should continue to flow
east to the E-W Ditch; however, the width of the E-W Ditch should be modified to meet
stormwater treatment requirements for upstream drainage improvements. Drainage
improvements are recommended to minimize flooding at the FTZ and the WTC, and
alternative stormwater designs are included in the document entitled Drainage Study at
Port Everglades Foreign Trade Zone, 1987 (see Figure 3.1 and Appendix 4-D).

Stormwater Treatment Alternatives
Four (4) alternative stormwater treatment systems were considered for this project. The
alternatives include:
1. E-W Ditch
2. E-W Culvert
3. E-W Underground Exfiltration System
4. E-W Stormwater Pond

E-W Ditch (Recommended)
Alternative 1consists of widening the E-W Ditch to accommodate the required stormwater
treatment volume (one inch of runoff). The top width varies from 109' to 111' based on an
80' bottom width with 1:l side slopes (see Figure 3.2). The E-W Ditch is recommended
because it is the least costly alternative to construct and maintain.
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E-W Culvert
Alternative 2 includes constructing the E-W Culvert to accommodate the required
stormwater treatment volume (one inch of runoff). The top width is 154 ft. based on 44-18"
RCP (see Figure 3.3). Water quality treatment calculations are included in Appendix 4-E.
The E-W Culvert is not recommended because it is more costly to construct compared to the
E-W Ditch. In addition, the surface area required to construct the E-W Culvert is greater
compared to the other alternatives.

E-W Underqround Exfiltration System
Alternative 3 involves constructing an E-W Underground Exfiltration System to
accommodate the required stormwater treatment volume (one inch of runoff). The E-W
Exfiltration is not recommended because it is more costly to construct compared to the E-W
Ditch. In addition, the in-situ soils may not be compatible with this type of treatment
system.

E-W Stormwater Pond
Alternative 4 requires constructing an E-W Stormwater Pond to accommodate the required
stormwater treatment volume (one inch of runoff). The E-W Stormwater Pond is not
recommended because it requires more surface area compared to the E-W Ditch.

Maintenance
Maintenance requirements associated with the E-W Ditch and E-W Culvert are presented in
this section.

E-W Ditch
Maintenance requirements for the E-W Ditch include:
1. Mowing
2. Removing Vegetation
3. Sediment Removal

Mowing above the waterline and along channel banks is required to control grass and
weeds. Mowing in the ditch is recommended during the dry season to avoid the need to do
a 'wet' clean out. Additional considerations for mowing include:
Remove mowed material from the ditch, so it does not reduce drainage efficiency.
Prevent mowed material from re-entering the channel to improve water quality.
Vegetation can be controlled manually, mechanically, or chemically. The method used will
depend upon the characteristics of the vegetation, its location, and other factors. Hand
cutting and/or hand removal of vegetation is the preferred method for vegetation
maintenance. All grass cuttings or fallen debris from hand-cutting or pruning should be
cleared from the ditch to prevent flow blockages and to prevent decaying material from
affecting water quality.
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Removing sediment should occur during the dry period. The ditch should be blocked when
maintenance work occurs to prevent sediment from moving downstream. Only remove
sufficient material to keep the original ditch cross section. Removed material should be
placed in a location so that the material cannot re-enter the ditch.

E-W Culvert
Culverts increase the potential for waterway blockage by debris and sediment. Scour
caused by high velocity flows at the outlet and turbulence at the inlet are the primary
maintenance concern. Routine maintenance for culverts involves the removal of
obstructions, and the repair of erosion and scour holes.

E-W UnderqroundExfiltrationSystem
Maintenance of the E-W Underground Exfiltration System requires frequent inspection and
detailed step by step procedures to maintain operational efficacy.

E-W Stormwater Pond
Maintenance requirements for the E-W Stormwater Pond are similar to the E-W Ditch.
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4.0 Summary and Recommendations
The existing E-W Ditch south of SE 36th Street conveys stormwater runoff from the FTZ and
WTC to the FPL Discharge Canal. The new E-W Ditch should be situated adjacent to the
proposed driveway and parking lot associated with the proposed Bridge over FPL
Discharge Canal.
Two stormwater management alternatives were evaluated for this project - the E-W Ditch
and the E-W Culvert. The E-W Ditch is designed to accommodate the first inch of
stormwater runoff from 29.9 acres, and should be situated adjacent to the proposed
driveway and parking lot. The new E-W Ditch cross section geometry is shown in Table 4.1:
TABLE 4.1

E-W Ditch Cross Section Geometry
Parameter
Bottom Width (BW)

80'

Front Slope (FS)

1:l

Back Slope (BS)

1:l

Depth (D)

Vanes 3.6' to 5.8'

Top Width (TW)

Varies 89' to 91'

Top Width
(including maintenance)

c

Value

Varies 109' to 111"

Figure 3.2 shows the E-W Ditch typical section. A new control structure is required to
match the new E-W Ditch configuration and location prior to discharging in the FPL
Discharge Canal. The new control structure should include a low flow concrete weir for
stormwater treatment with 2-24" RCP discharging to the FPL Discharge Canal.
Figure 3.3 shows the E-W Culvert which was evaluated and designed to accommodate the
first inch of stormwater runoff from 29.9 acres. This option requires 44-18" diameter pipes
in parallel to accommodate the required stormwater quality treatment volume.
The E-W Ditch is recommended because the top width is less compared to the E-W Culvert
and because the ditch provides more area for enhancement. The proposed 17-acre wetland
creation area should be designed to accommodate the recommended E-W Ditch
configuration and location.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

a. Introduction
This drainage report is for the construction of a bridge crossing the FPL Discharge
Canal, connecting SE 1 8 Avenue
~
& SE lBa Avenue in Port Everglades. In 1990,
Permit W6-00703-S was issued far the 29.69 acre Berth 29 site. This permit wiil be
modified to include the bridge and the additionat W west to SE 18" Avenue. The
proposed improvements will abo include the demdith an existing building on the west
side of the FPL Discharge Canal to accommodatefor this 36' wide mad.
The totat proposedsite area is 2.08 acres; 0.20 acres ofbridge coverage, 0.92 acres on
the west and 0.94 acres on tfie east side of the FPL Discharge Canal. Using the stage
vs. starage catcubtion$ from Permit #0800703, we have attaohed calwhtions. that
show the stages for the 29.69 Acre site have not been affected by Ure addition af the
proposed roadway and bridge,
On the East side of the FPL Discharge Canal, Permit # 06-007034i provide$ water
quality for the 0.94 acres of roadway. fn oder to accomrna;date for the ~rwosed
Acture, the existing drainage system must be removed and the existing soii must be
stabilized. The drainage system will be replaced in kind and all additional water aualitv
wiil be provided by 4'%%e-xftftration&end. There is one,exkting mntml stwehlrb a&
one proposed control structure, both with weirs at elevation 8.00 MLW. Qn the West
side of the FPL Discharge Canal, all water quality will 'be provided fw
5X10'
exfibtion trench. There is one proposed control structure with a weir at elevation 7.00
MLW,
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I 'HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (CFSITTZ-FT-HEAD)
VOLUME TO BE TREATED (ACRE-INCHES)
1
I
&
N
O
(kt.)
=

I

I

1

-

--

I

H2=
Du=
Os=
W=

I

K=

V=

L=

4.74
6.74
0.26
1 14.00
1 2.71 E-05
I 4.51
291.00

I

4.74
4.00

0.00
8.00

2.71€ 4 5
1.10

181.00

-

TOTAL STORAGE PROVIDED 7' X 14' Exflltration Trench (PIPE C)
DEP~R
TO WATER T A B L ~( ~ t . )
e
NON SATURATED TRENCH DEPTH (Ft.)
SATURATEDTRENCH DEPTH(Ft)
1
TRENCHWIDTH (Ft)
I
~l
'HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (CFSIFT2-FT-HEAD) f
VOLUME TO BE TREATED (ACRE-INCHES)
I
-H
(kt)

-

-

4.74
6.74
0.26
14.00

2.71E-05
4.04
26 1.OO

WEIR LErJGTH

4

WEIR ELEVATION

8 PC. NGWJ

WELR COEFPICIENT
TYPE bP BLEEDER SLOT
SLOT INVERT ELIN.

3.2
H O R 1 I Q H ' I U RECTAFlGLE
8

IT.

FT. NGVD

0 PT.
0

PT.

PIPE DATA
DIAMETER
LWlGTH

N-VAtW

WEIR F M W PN CPS

STARE
BLOW

W
'
E IR

BLEEDER

TOT&&

PIPE
PLOW

PRF0.25
S C S

P R O G R A M

. . . . : FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE - PRE
.
. . . . : ADS
PROJECT A
R
b . .
. : 29.69
ACRES
GROUND STORAGE . . . :
1 . 0 6 INCHES
TERMXNAlZON DfSCHARGE :
999.00 CFS
DISTRIBUTION TYPE . . : S m D
RETURN FREQUENCY . . :
10.00 YEARS
RAINFALL DURATION . . :
1-MY
PROJECT NAME

REVXEWER

9.50 INCHES

----ACCUH t
XNFLOW

CAF)

VOLUME

CAF)

- R E S E R V O I R - -

ACCUM, INSTANT AVERACE
OUTFLOW DXSCffiE DXSWGE
(AF)
~ € : c F s(CFS~
~

SUMMARY INFORWInON

M A X X W M STAGE WAS 10. S4 FEET AT 1 2 . 7 5 HWRS
M I M I J U DISCHARGE WA!5
30.5 CFS AT 1 2 - 7 5 HOURS

Page 1

FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE - PRE
. . ... . .. . ::: ADS
29.69 ACRES
. . . : 999.00
1 . 0 6 INCHES
TERMINATION OISCWARGE :
CFS
DISTRXWTION TYPE . . : SFWMD
RETURN FREQUENCY . . .
2 5 . 0 0 YE9RS
RUNFALL OURATION
.
:
3-DAY
24-HOUR RAINFALL . .
1 2 . 0 0 INCHES
REPORTING SEQUENCE . : STANDARDIZED
PROJECT NAME

REVIEWER
PROJECT AREA
G R O W STORAGE

!

STAGE

cm

2.00

2.03
2.53
3.42
4.54
5.80

6.85

B.12

8.29

8.32

8-33

8.33

8.34

8.43
8.74
8.95
9.z0
9.27

9.82
10.66
11 46
11.06
10 94
t

10.44

9.19
8.57

SUMMARY I N FORMATION
MAXIMUM STAGE WAS 1 1 . 0 8 FEET AT 60.75 HOURS
MAXIHUH DISCHARGE WAS
33.5 CFS AT 6 0 . 7 5 H W R S

Page 2

PRElOO
S C S

. . ... ... ... ... :::

PROJECT NAME
REVIEWER
PRajECT AREA
G W N o STORAGE

. . . ::

FPL DISCHARGE BRIDGE-PRE
ADS
29.69 ACRES

W R M I N A T I O N DISCHARGE

RAINFALL

DURATION

24-HOUR RATNFALL

REPORTING SEQUENCE

P R O G R A M

1.06 INCHES
999.00 CFS

.. .. ::

3-DAY

15.00 INCHES

. : STANDARDIZED

.-00
00
-00

-00

..00 00
.oo

.00

-00

.oo

-00
-00
.00
-00
TIME

RAIN ACCUM.
BASIN
FALL RUNOFF DISCHGE

WR) C ~ N ) CW)

CCFS)

.

ACCW
INFLOW
(AF)

.o
,o

*4
1.0
1.7
2.4
3.2
4.4
5.6

6.8

8.1

9.3
10.6
12.2
15.6
18.4
20.4

22.3

27.8
34.7
37.4
38.8
40.7
43.0
45.6
47.4
SUMMARY INFORMATION

MAXIMUM STAGE WAS 12.99 FEET AT 72.00 HOURS
- 0 0 HOURS
MAXIMUM DISCHARGE WAS
.O CFS AT

Page 1

WST-10.2 5
S C S

. . .. ... ... ...

P R O G R A M

PROJECT W E
: FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRZDGE
REVIEWER
: ADS
PROJECT AREA ,
:
29.69 ACRES
:
1.06 INCHES
GROUND STORAGE
9 9 9 . 0 0. CFS
T E R n ~ M T X O NOISCHARGE :
- bISfl?X%UffON 7YPE
; : sW~ID
RETURN FREQUENCY
:
10.00 YEARS
RAINFALL DURATION
:
1-DAY
24-HOUR RAINFALL
:
9 . 5 0 INCHES
REPORTING SEQUENCE
: !jTANDARDXZEO

- POST

...
... ..
. ..

STAGE
(n")

TIME

ZHR)

STORAGE
(AF)

DISCHAKGE

RAIN ACCUM. BASIN
FALL RUNOFF Q I X H G E
(IN)
(IN)
ZCFS)

CCFS)

ACCUM.
INFLOW
(AF)

- - - - . .- R E S E R V O X R - - - - MLUME
(AF)

XNSTAUT A V E W E
OWFLOW DXSCHGE D I S W E
hF)
CCFS)
(CFS)

SUMMARY INFCiRMAfION

MAXIMUM STAGE W A S 1 0 . 5 4 FEET AT 1 2 - 7 5 HWRS
MAXIMUM DISCHARGE WAS
30.5 CFS AT 12.75 HOURS

Page 1

STAGE

WO

POSTJ.0,2 5
S C S

PROJECT W

E

P R O G R A M

FPL OISMARGE CANAL BRIDGE - POST
. .. -.. .. .. ::: AD5
29.69 ACRES
1.06 INCHES
. . . : 999.00
.. . :: 2 5 . 0 0 Y CFS
EARS
3-DAY
.. ..
12.00 INCHES
. : STANDARDIZED

RMEWFR ,
PROJECT AREA
GROVND STORAGE
TERMINATION DISCHARGE
DfSTRIBUT%ONTYPE
RETURN FREQUENCY
RAXNFALL DURATION
24-HOUR RAfNFALL
REPORTING SEWENCE

RAIN ACCUM.

TIME FALL RUNOFF
(W (IN) (IN)

SPIMO

WSZH
DISCHGE

CCFS)

STAGE WAS 11.08 FEET AT 60.75 HOURS
MAXIMUM DISCHARGE W A 5
33.5 CFS AT 60.75 HOURS

MAXIMUM

Page 2

WST-100
S C S

. . ... ... ... ...
...

PROXECT NAME
RMEWER
PROJECT AREA
GRWNO STORAGE
TERMINATION DISCHARGE
DISTRIBUTION TYPE
RETURN FREQUENCY
RAINFALL DURATION
24-HOUR RAINFALL
REPORTING SEQUENCE i

.. ..

.. ..

P R O G R A M

FPL DISCHARGE BRXWE
ADS

29.69 ACRES
1 . 0 6 INCHES

9 9 9 . 0 0 CFS
S M D

100.00 YEARS
%DAY

15.00 INCHES
STANDARDIZE#

SUMNARY INFORMATION

HAXIHUM STAGE WAS 13.00 FEET AT 7 2 . 0 0 HOURS
MAXIMUM DISCHARGE WAS
.O CFS A T
-00 HWRS

Page 1

Port Everplades Brldge Over the FPL Di~~harge
Canal
Preparedb$ Craven Thompson L iwodates, Inc.
August, 2008

-

WATER QUAlrrY CALCULATIONS W S T OF FPL DISCHARGE CANAL

2.9 over Pereent Irnpvious:(Roadway (WEST) + West Portion of Brklge)
25"X (0.82 + .to) = 2 , s AGln
0.213
TOW Water Quality RWuircrd:
0.219

-

5' X 10' Exfilbatbn Trench M P E 6 (375 LF)
Tot& Water QualltyPProvMed.

0.214
0.T14

WFt
&-Ft

bFt
At4t

Port Everglades Bridge Over the FPL Discharge Canal
Prepared by: Craven Thampson & Associates, Inc.
August, 2008
EXFILTRATION TRENCH SUMMARY -WEST OF FPL DISCHARGE CANAL

Flow

-

-.--

.*.

." ..

-*-

.---,--

"-

"

%

1

I

?

I

1

I

1

1

I

I

Interconnected Channel and Pond Routing Model (ICPR) 632002 Streamline Technologies, Inc,

H Breach

R Raring Curve

D Drop Structure
B Brldqe

C Channel

W Welr

P Pipe

S Santa Barbara

U SCS Unit Hydro

Basins
-0 Overland

N?d_e~
A Stage/Area
V Stage/Volurne
T Time/Stage
M Manhole

1

1

-

""

"

- - *

--

.

" ""

.."

-..-

0.000
0.140
95.00
100.00

Uh256

0.000
0.220
95.00
100.00

Status: Onsite

S t a t u s : Onsite

Base F l o r l c f s ) : 0.000

a

0.877 AC-IN1124.073

I n i t Stage t f t ) : 3.260
14am S~ragelft)
: 8.640

Peaking Factor: 256.0
Storm Duration (hrs) : 0 . OQ
Time of Concfmio): 30.00
Time Shift(hesl: 0.00
Max Allowable Qicis): 999999,000

Type: SCS Unit Hydrograph

Node: 3

Max Allowable Qtcfs): 999999.000

Time Shift(hrs): 0.00

Peaking Factor: 256.0
Stom Durationthrs) : O.Ob
Time of Conc [rain) : 30.00

Storm Duration(hrs1 : 0.00
Time o f Conatmin): 30.00
T h e Shift(krsl: 0.00
Max hllouabke O ( c fs) : 499999.000

Peaking Factor: 256 .O

Noda: 1
Type: SCS Unit Hydrograph

VOLUME OF TRENCH CALCULATTON: 1 2 8 LF OF 5'XlO' EXFIL. (TYPE 81
0.073 AC-FT / 3 . 7 4 ' = -0195 AC.

Name: 1
Group: BASE
Type: Stage/Area

Unit Hydrograph:
Rainfall File:
R a i n f a l l Amountlin):
Area(ac1;
Curve Number:
DCIAlO):

Name: 3
Group: BASE

Rainfall File:
R a i n f a l l Amountfin):
Area tac) :
Curve Number:
DCIA(0:

V n i t Hydrograph: Uh256

Curve Number: 95-00
O C I A I S ) : 100.00

Area facl : 0.660

Unit Hydtograph: Uh256
R a i n f a l l File:
R a i n f a l l Amount t i n ) : 0.000

Name: 1
Group: BASE

INPUT REPORT

FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-%EST

AC-FT

aase F l o w ( c f s l : 0 . 0 0 0

I n i t S t a g e ( f t ) : 3.260
Warn S t a g e ( f t ) : 10.040

-

Group: BASE

Base Flow(cfs) : 0 . 0 0 0

Base Flow (cfsl : 0 . 0 0 0

"

"

Init S t a g e f f t f : 3.260
Wafn S t a g e ( f t ) : 3.260

Init Stage (ftf: 3.260
Warn Stage t f t l : 2 0 . 0 7 0

-.

-*--

-.

Interconnected Channel and Pond Routing Model (ICPR) 02002 Streamline Technologies, Inc.

Name :

3.260
3.260

0.00
96.00

---..-*----..*---

Scage l f t )

Area ( a d

Time (hrs)

Group: BASE
Type: Time/Stagc

Name: FPL

Type: S t a g e h r e a

~ r o u p :BASE

Name: 3

Stage ( f t)

-

VOLUME OF TRENCH CALCULATIONt 247 LF OF 5'XlO' EXFIL. (TYPE 8 ) *
1 . 6 9 2 AC-IH/12-0.141 AC-CT
0.141 AC-FT / 3 . 7 4 '
.03?7 AC

Name: 2
Group: BASE
Type: Stage/Area

EPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-WEST
INPUT REPORT

Page 2 of 7

5.250
0.009000
0,000
0.000
5.250
0.009000
0.000
0.000

-----

UPSTREAM
Circular
24.00
24.00
-1.000
0.009000
0.000
0.000

DOHNSTREAM
Circular
24.00
24 .OO
1.500
O.OO9OOO
0 * 000
0.000

1
Horizontal
Both
Rectangular

*"

0.00

None

Use dn

Use dc or tw

Invertfft); 7.000
Control Elev (ft ) : 7.000

Bottom Cliptint: 0.000
Top Cclip(W : 0 . 0 0 0
Weir Disc C~ef: 3.200
orifice Disc Corf: 0.600

Frzction Equation:
Solution Algorithm:
Flsu:
Entrance Loss Coef:
Exit Loss Coef:
O u t l e t C t r l Spec:
Inlet Ctrl Spec:
Salution Incs:

10

- --

-

TABLE

0.000
0.000
Ude dc or tw
Ube dn

Both

"

------..

Average Conveyance
Automatic

Lengthtft): 57.00
Count: 1

Bend Loss Cuef:
Outlet Ctrl Spec:
I n l e t Ctsl Spec:
Stabilizer Option:

-- .-" -."-..-..
.---Interconnected Channel and Pond Routiog Model (ICPR) 02002 Streamline Technologies,Inc.

Span (in): 48.00
Riae(in) : 36.00

Count:
Type:
Flow:
Geometry;

Weir 1 of 1 for Drop Structure 3-FPL

Downstream FHUA Inlet Edge Description:
Circular Concrete: Square edge w/ headwall

'**

--

From Node: 3
To Node: FPL

Upstream FHWA Inlet Edge Description:
Circular Concrete: Square cdgc w/ headwall

Geometry:
Span(in) :
Rise [in):
Invert (ftl :
Manning's N;
Top Cliptin) :
Bot Clip(in1 :

Naae: 3-PPL
~ r o u p :BASE

Downstream FHWA I n l e t Edge Description:
Crrcular Concrete: Square edge w/ headwall

Upstream FH?Uh h l e t Edge Description:
Circular Concrete: Square edge w/ headwall

Invertiftl:
nanning's N:
Tvp clip(in]:
Bot CLip(in1 :

------------.-.

FPC DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-WEST
INPUT REPORT

-.

--"--

"--

-

- --

-

--- -,-

Page 4 of 7

--.

Yes

72.00
Sfwmd72
18.35

Yes

8.70

SR1MD24

24,00

15.00

Sfwmd72
14.95

Yes
72 $00

- -------*

1.00
10.000
0.000
0.5000
100

--.--

Restart: No

-.

Max

---.

--- ----.", -- -

a-

End Tirne(hrs): 8 4 , O O
Calc Time (sec) : 60.0000
Boundary Flows 2

Delta 2 Factor: 0.00500

Patch: No

I

1

I
I

1

I

1

I

1

Interconnected Channel and Pond Routing Model (lCPR) 02002 Streamline Technologies,inc,

Max Delta Z(ft):
Time Step Optimizer:
Start Timefhrs):
Min Calc Time(sec):
Boundary Stages:

Alternative: No

Execute: No

Name: lOOYR
Rydzology S i m r IDOYJi
Filename: M:\icpr3\southportpecc\sim\1OOYRCONTLB,I32

Override Defaults:
Storm DuratLon(hrs) :
Ramfall File:
Rainfall Amount(in):

LO0.000

Print Inc (min)
--------------- ---------------

Time (hrs 1

Ovcrrido DePaul ts:
Storm DurationChrs):
Rainfall File:
Rainfall Amount(in):

Name: lOYR
Filename: M:\icpr3\southportpec~\sim\lOYRCONT.R32

Override Defaults:
Storm Duration(hrs1:
Rainfall File :
Rainfall Amount f i n ) :

Namc: 1OOYR
Filename: M:\icpr3\sbuthportperc\sim\100YRCONT.R32

.-.------.-

FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-WEST
INPUT REPORT

I

-

-

1

- --.-

I

I

.--.--.---.-

1

-

I

". -- - -

I

-

I
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---

I

I1

....
-4

IZ$
I

I
1

I
I
I

I

acLuu'O

0

r?l

- I = ,

b.:

mmcluo
m

4) k - 4 CI

9

U P ,

+ . .

u

w

X C

<

4

BASE

2
3

FPL

lOYR
IOYR
7.173
3.260

12.26

0.00

7.349
7.299

12.25
12.26

"""

-- ..

%.A"

*%

-"

0

*---

123

-D,QBOd

3.266

10,070

6.0665
-1.9905

119
129

Area
ft2

Stage
ft

9.9050

Max Surf

%ax Delta

16.040

&,bAO

ft

ft

hrs

Warning
Stage

Max
Stage

Stage

Max Time

- - --- ---"- ---".
---- . "-- --*
Interconnected Channel and Pond Routing Model (1CPIQ 02002 StreamlineTechnologies,kc.
".+

IOYU

BASE
BASE
BASE

1

1OYR

Simulation

Group

Ndfi\C

FPL DISCHAKGE CANAL BRIDGE-WET
NODE MAXIMUM REPORT
1 0 YEAR

-

12.31
12.23
12.26

12.25

hrs

Max Time
Inflow
MIX

3.213

2.085
2.815
3.249

12.26
0.00

12.31
12.23

Max Time
Outflow
hrs

-

Inflow
cfs

Max

2.155
2.810
3.213
0.000

cts

Outflow

Page 1 of 1

BASE
8A5E

BASE

1-2
2-3

3-FPL

"-"

-

Group

Name

--

-w

- - ..

-

12.23

lOYR
lOYR

--

2.155
2.810
3.213

12.31

lOYR
12.26

cfs

hcs

US Stage

Max T i m e

-0.091
0.924
-0.099

a-

12.26
12.26

12.25

CIS hrs

Max
Delta Q

Max

Flow

Max Time
Flow

Simulation

Interconnected Chamel and Pond Routing Model (ICPR} 02002 Slreamline Technologies, Inc.

.

10 YEAR

FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-WEST
LINK MAXIMUM REPORT

Max

"

- -.

7.173

7.299

7,349

US Stage
ft
12.26
12.26
0.00

hrs

DS Stage

Max Time
Max

3.260

7.299
7.173

DS Stage
ft

-.--

Page 1 of 1

--

"

-- -.--------

BASE

BASE

3

FPL

*-

25YR

BASE

.

25YR

25YR

BASE

25YR

Simulation

1

---.---

Group

2

Name

-

"

---

8.640
10.040
g0.070
3.260

ft
0.0049
0.0056
-1.9900
-0.0000

fk

Warnihq Max Delta
Stage
Stage

-.---

3.260

7.202

.
"
.
A

60.25
60,25
60.25
0.00
7.481
3.406

Stage

hss

Max

5tege
ft

Max Time

Interconnected Channel and Pond Routing Model (ICPR) 02002 Srreamline Technologies, Inc.

25 YEAR

FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-WEST
NODE MAXIMUM REPORT

0

129
123

119

Max Surf
Area
Ct2

60.25
60.25
60.25
60.25

hrs

Tnflow

Max Time
Max

4.064

4.124

2.637
3.508

Cis

Inflow
60.25
60.25
60.25
0.00

his

Plan Time
Outflow
2.631
3.565
4.064
0.000

C fS

Ma x
Outflow

1-2
2-3
3-FPL

Name

LiNK MAXIMUM REPlRT
2 5 YEAR
Max

lOYR

BASE
3.213

2.810

12.23

12.26

2.155

12.31

Flow
cfs

lQYR

hrs

Flow

Max Tim

lOYR

Slmutation

BASE
RASE

--

Group

FPL DISCHARGE CANAL BRIDGE-WEST

-O.B91
0.934
-0.099

hrs

cfs
12.25
12.26

12.26

Max

7.319
7.299
7.173

ft

US S t a g e

$
.
c

Max Time
US Stage

Man
Delta Q

12.26
12.26
0.00
3.260

7.173

7.249

Max Time
Max
DS Stage DS Stage
hrs
ft

leAC ConsuMag, hc.
'XYemPtoject No.: 661147303

4.0

GROUNDWATER CONDITIONS

The groundwater table was mcasurect at the boring locatiom following teaahation of drilling
ad afta a sho-aW i t i o n p&d on the orderof five (5) to ten (10) minutes* The depth to &e
water table at the boring Iocatim gendly ranged h m 3-0to 10.0 feet below fhe &sting
gxsdes, The gmx&mter table m-ed
at Each of the b
o
w IOMtim is prmmtd on the boring
profiles inffre Appendix.

I

C

4.2

Seasonal

Groundwater Xstimaies

n m k 1201lCO3OB (pane1 307 of 319) effective
The flood InsRate h!hp
A m 18,1992 by Fsdwl E&ageno$ Management Agsncy @MA) indicates a part of the
siteto be In-22x1~AE with* WO-year flood level determinedto be at el +6 NQ'VI). Ourrevim
of thc USGS (Unaed States ~eoiogiczrlSmvcy] dats. of ardls in the general vioinity of the
project site indicates that the daily maximum g r a d wakr elevation between 1990 and 2007
generally v&ed between about el 4-3 and d +d,NGVD. There bye been relatively few bstanoes
whm theW y maximum groundwater t l d m was xec0rrIed at el +7, NOVI).
43

Borebqle Permeability @BPITest Results

A aaal of

tbtee (3) BHP tests were performed us& the usuaI apcn-hole, wnstant head
methodology. The holes were 10 f~ deep.)and were drillad with a 6-inch diameter solid stem
mgeb so that sail saxna>lescould be retrieved for v h a l ciassifiiosrion by an mxgineer* T b boring
was completed a$ open well with p v e I pack (6-20 d i m sand). The well &reen slot width
were 0.020 inches, Water from the drill rig tank was then pumped into the open well, and the
amoun@of water required maintaining constant head was recorded. Results of our field
]permeabilitytests are presentedbelow.

EAC Consulting, Inc
Tkm Project Na: 6611-07403

4.4

Environmentsl Cornsion Testing

APPENDIX 4-D

Drainage Study at
Port Everglades
Foreign Trade Zone

PORT EVERGUDES
FOREIGN TIULDE ZONE

S.E.

l8TH AVENUE, SOUTH OF ELLER DRIVE
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA

PREPARED FOR:

PORT EVERGLUES AUTHORITY
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

PREPARED BY:
ROBERT H. HILLER AND ASSOCIATES,
4 8 0 0 S.W. 64TH AYEHUE
SUITE 1 0 3
M V I E , PII)RIDA 3 3 3 1 4

INC.

The purpose of this report is to review the existing drainage
situation at the Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ), analyze alternative
designs to iIaprOVe it, and make a recommendation to the Port
Everglades Authority. This report also includes recommendations
for storm water management for future development of the 10-acre
property to the east of the FTZ.

Thik report is based on the following data:
1. The F T Z and the World Trade Center are in the same watershed
area which drains east through a ditch into the Florida Power and
Light Company (FPLL) discharge canal (see Exhibit 8).
2.
The area of the FTZ and the World Trade Center site is
approximately 29.9 acres at 100% impervious.
3. The area of the property east of the FTZ is approximately lo
acres to be developed at 100% impervious.
4.
The Hean High Water elevation is 2.0 NGVD, taken from the
Broward County Haps, which is equivalent to elevation 0.74 Mean
Low Water.
5. Government requirements will remain the same when the 10-acre
parcel east of the FTZ is developed.
6.
It is assumed that the power poles on the north-south ditch
along 18th Avenue are not desired to be relocated.

All dimensions and elevations are Hean Low Water and based on
the topographical survey provided by the Port Everglades
Authority, entitled Topo East of Foreign Trade Zone, dated May
13, 1987.
7.

9.

Future building G is included in the drainage calculations.

Review of ~xistinaDrainaae
.%; The FTZ is a 24.4 acre industrial site consisting of four

(4)

main buildings. The storm water is conveyed through a system of
catch basins with positive drainage to a 71" x 47" arch culvert
which discharges into an off-site ditch. The ditch runs northsouth parallel to S.E. 18th Avenue; this will be referred to as
the N-S ditch. This ditch is connected by two (2) 24" reinforced
concrete pipes (RCP) to another ditch that runs east-west on the
east side of S.E. p ~ t hAvenue; this will be referred to as the EW ditch.
This ditch has a weir structure at the east end and
discharges into the FPPL discharge canal through a 24" RCP.

h he o n - s i t e d r a i n a g e system a t t h e FTZ is adequate, s i n c e t h e

I(

.

previous problem a t b u i l d i n g F was remedied by adding bleed-off
f i t t i n g s along t h e roof overflow p i p i n g .
The 71" x 47. a r c h
c u l v e r t is a l s o adequate i n c a p a c i t y t o handle t h e storm runoff
from t h i s s i t e .
The o f f - s i t e d r a i n a g e d i t c h e s a r e n o t adequate i n volume.
The
s t o r a g e volume of t h e e x i s t i n g d i t c h e s is approximately 0.87
a c r e - f e e t (AF). The recommended d e s i g n storm event of 3-year, 1hour r e q u i r e s a volume of 2.49 AF.
T h i s r e q u i r e d volume is
e q u i v a l e n t t o t h e f i r s t inch of stormwater run-off
from t h e
entire site.
The o f f - s i t e 24' p i p e s a r e n o t adequate i n d i s c h a r g e c a p a c i t i e s .
The r e q u i r e d p i p e c a p a c i t y f o r t h e FTZ and t h e World Trade Center
is 79.4 c u b i c f e e t p e r second (CFS)
The c a p a c i t y of two 2 4 "
RCPs is 25 CFS.
Therefore, f u t u r e im~rovements t o o f f - s i t e
d i s c h a r g e p i p e s w i l l be required.

.

-

W!

Government Reauireinents
There a r e two ( 2 ) ways t o view changes t o t h e e x i s t i n g d r a i n a g e
systems.
F i r s t , where improvements a r e d e s i g n e d t o c o r r e c t
e x i s t i n g d r a i n a g e p r o b l e m s , t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n work c a n b e
c o n s i d e r e d p a r t of a n o p e r a t i o n and m a i n t e n a n c e e f f o r t
r e q u i r i n g no w a t e r management government approvals.
The design
of t h e s e improvements s h o u l d meet c u r r e n t s u r f a c e w a t e r
management r e g u l a t i o n s .
Second, where expansions t o t h e e x i s t i n g
system a r e made (such a s f o r m i l d i n g G o r t h e 10-acre p r o p e r t y ) ,
w i l l b e r e q u i r e d d e s i g n p l a n s and e u r f a c e w a t e r management
approvals. The following governing a g e n c i e s have j u r i s d i c t i o n :

-
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South F l o r i d a Water nanagement D i s t r i c t (SFWMD):

m
Y

g e n e r a l p e r m i t w i l l be r e q u i r e d f o r any new s u r f a c e water
management system.
For water q u a l i t y , d e t e n t i o n volume s h a l l be
p r o v i d e d f o r t h e f i r s t i n c h of r u n - o f f from t h e d e v e l o p e d
p r o j e c t , o r t h e t o t a l run-off of 2.5 inches times t h e percentage
The 10-acre p r o p e r t y
of imperviousness, whichever is g r e a t a r .
w i l l r e q u i r e a d e t e n t i o n volume of approximately 2.08 A!?.
A

q'
4'
'

Broward County Water Resources Management Division (BCWRMD):
A permit from BCWRMD w i l l

a;

a l s o be r e q u i r e d f o r any new s u r f a c e
water management system. The d e s i g n frequency w i l l be according
t o t h e 3-year r a i n f a l l i n t e n s i t y .
S i n c e t h e SFWMD c r i t e r i a w i l l
be t h e most c o n s e r v a t i v e f o r d e t e n t i o n volume, t h e 2.08 AF w i l l
govern f o r t h e 10-acre p r o p e r t y .

II

City of Hollywood:
A permit from the City of Hollywood will need to be obtained
before construction on the 10-acre property can begin. They will
accept systems designed to meet BCWRHD criteria.
To correct existing drainage problems at the FTZ, the surface
water management system should be redesigned t o comply with
current government criteria.
The required volume of detention
shall be equal to 1" of runoff from the 29.9 acre site or 2.49
AP.
The PTZ discharge capacity should be increased by
su$plementing the two 24It RCPs under 18th Avenue or replacing
them with one large culvert.
alternative Solutions t o Present Drainacre Problem

4

4

T]

.

To improve the surface water management system of the FTZ, the
volume of the ditches needs to be increased. Which alternative
will be the most cost-effective will depend on the amount of
funds available now and how much land can be used on the
undeveloped 10-acre property for detention purposes.
The discharge pipe capacity must be increased to improve the
present surface water management system.
This can be
accomplished under 18th Avenue by either adding a 48" culvert to
the two existing 24" RCPs or by replacing them with one 71" x 47culvert.
By constructing one large culvert t o replace and
augment the two small pipes, extension of the 71. r 47" culvert
eastward across the 10-acre property at the time of development
will be simpler and more economical. The 24" discharge pipe at
the FPLL canal has not been included in the cost estimates at the
direction of the Port Authority Engineer. The redesign of this
outfall can be accomplished as part of the future development of
the 10-acre property.
Until that time the excess storm water
volume will overflow onto the 10-acre property only during major
storm events.
The following alternatives, (1 through i d , are based on the
required detention volume of 4 . 5 7 AF for both the FTZ and the 10acre property. They are in descending order by expense, in terms
of the acreage needed from the 10-acre property for detention.
Construction cost estimates follow as Exhibits 1 through 5.

~iternative11:
.North-south ditch and east-west ditch at side slopes of 1:l'with
an estimated construction cost of $143,157 and a loss of 0.56
acres from the lo-acre property. See Exhibits 1 and 6.
~lternative12:
North-south ditch at 1:l side slopes and east-west ditch at 1:3
side slopes with an estimated construction cost of $129,357 and a
loss of 0.74 acres from the 10-acre parcel. See Exhibits 2 and
6.
Alternative
North-south
side slopes
loss of 1.0
6.

#3:
ditch at 1:3 side slopes and east-west ditch at 1:l
with an estimated construction cost of $45,085 and a
acre from the 10-acre property. See Exhibits 3 and

Alternative P4:
North-south ditch and east-west ditch at side slopes of 1:3 with
an estimated construction cost of $31,285 and a loss of 1.18
acres from the 10-acre property. See Exhibits 4 and 6.
Alternative $5:
If it is desired to correct the P T Z drainage problem without
planning for the future drainage needs of the 10-acre property,
improvements would include north-south ditch at 1:l side slopes,
with an estimated construction cost of $108,135. See Exhibits 5
and 7.

It is very important that a maintenance program be established to
keep the surface water management system working properly. If an
erosion control system, such as Armorform (see attached
manufacturer's literature), is used on the slopes of the ditches,
maintenance will be minimal. The bottom of the ditches, however,
will need to be cleared periodically. This can be accomplished
by the use of herbicides.
As practiced by local drainage
districts, grasses should be sprayed three (3) times a year at an
estimated cost of $200 per treatment per acre, materials and
labor included.
A permit from the Department of Natural
Resources is required for a herbicide maintenance program.
pecomloended Alternative

,

Alternatives 81 through 84 address the required detention volume
for the FTZ and the 10-acre property to the east. Since the 10acre property is vacant and no site plan has yet been designed,
the most cost-effective alternative would be Alternative X5,
which addresses the FTZ only.
If the site plan of the 10-acre
property dictates that the east-west ditch area will be needed
for parking, it can be culverted and filled, and a new detention
area can be constructed in another area. If the ditch can remain

n

.

I

h

ht its present location, it can be widened and deepened as needed
for the required detention volume.
Selection of recommended Alternative 15, at an estimated cost of
$108,135. will provide the needed drainage detention for the
existing surface water management system, and greater flexibility
for future development of the 10-acre property.

ROBERT H. HILLER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS
4800
S. W. 6 4 AVE., SUITE 103
DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314
791 -2900
FOREIGN TRADE ZONE

PROJECT NUHBER 7411-01

11/12/87

N-S DITCH @ 1:l SLOPE

......................

ARHORFORM EROSION CONTROL SYSTEU

22960

SF

92.00

945,920

1640

LF

924.00

939,360

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

5102

SY

80.50

92,551

DIGGING OF DITCH

3533

CY

91.50

95,300

71x47 UNDER ROAD

60

LF

9200.00

912.000

100

SF

- GUARDRAIL

PAVEUENT RESTORATION

.928.00
SUBTOTAL

15% CONTINGENCY
E-W DITCH @ 1:l

$2,800
8107,931
9124,120

SLOPE

......................

ARHORFORH EROSION CONTROL SYSTEH

6000

SF

92.00

912,000

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

1800

SY

$0. 50

9900

DIGGING OF DITCH

2436

CY

6'1.50
SUBTOTAL

15% CONTINGENCY

$3,654
916.554
919,037

EXHIBIT 1

ROBERT H. HILLER L ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS
4800
S. W. 64 AVE., SUITE 103
DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314
791-2900
FOREIGN TRADE ZONE

PROJECT NUHBER 7411-01

11/12/87

N-S DITCH @ 1:l SLOPE

......................

ARHORFORH EROSION CONTROL SYSTEM

22960

SF

92.00

GIUARDRAIL

1640

LF

924.00

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

5102

SY

90. 50

DIGGING OF DITCH

3533

CY

91.50

71x47 UNDER ROAD

60

LF

5200.00

100

SF

828.00

PAVEHENT RESTORATION

SUBTOTAL
15% CONTINGENCY
E-V DITCH b 1:3 SLOPE

......................

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

90.90

9900

DIGGING OF DITCH

$1.50

83,654

SUBTOTAL
15% CONTINGENCY

94,554
45.237

EXHIBIT 2

ROBERT H. HILLER 6 ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS
S. W. 6 4 AVE., SUITE 103
4800
DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314
791-2900

FOREIGN TRADE ZONE

PROJECT NUHBER 7411-01

11/12/87

N-S DITCH @ 1:3 SLOPE

......................

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

5102

SY

90.50

82,551

DIGGING OF DITCH

629

CY

91.50

9944

71x47 UNDER ROAD

60

LF

9200.00

912,000

100

SF

928.00

92,800

PAVEMENT RESTORATION

SUBTOTAL
15X CONTINGENCY

918,295
921,039

E-W DITCH

@ 1:l SLOPE
......................

ARMORFORM EROSION CONTROL SYSTEH

6000

SF

92.00

912,000

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

1800

SY

80. SO

9900

DIGGING OF DITCH

5340

CY

81.50

98,010

SUBTOTAL
1SX CONTINGENCY

920.910
924,046

EXHIBIT 3

ROBERT H. HILLER L ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS
4800
S.W. 6 4 AVE., SUITE 103
DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314
791-2900
FOREIGN TRADE ZONE

PROJECT NUHBER 7411-01

11/12/87

N-S DITCH @ 1:3 SLOPE

......................

CLEARING OF VEGETATION

~ I G G I N GOF DITCH
71x47 UNDER ROAD
PAVEMENT RESTORATION

60

LF

9200. 0 0

100

SF

928.00
SUBTOTAL

15% CONTINGENCY

912.000
92,800
918,295
821,033

E-W DITCH @ 1:3 SLOPE

......................

CLEARING OF VEGETATION
DIGGING OF DITCH
SUBTOTAL
15% CONTINGENCY

98,910
$10,247

EXHIBIT 4

ROBERT H. HILLER L ASSOCIATES, INC.
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS
4800
S. W. 6 4 AVE.. SUITE 103
DAVIE, FLORIDA 33314
791-2900
FOREIGN TRADE ZONE

PROJECT NUMBER 7411-01

11/12/87

N-s DITCH 'a I 1 I

SLOPE
......................
22960

SF

GUARDRAIL

1640

LF

924.00

CLEARING OF VEGETATION (N-S>

5102

SY

90.50

1800

SY

LO. SO

3533

CY

$1.50

ARHORFORH EROSION CONTROL SYSTEH

.CLEARING OF VEGETATION (E-W)
DIGGING OF DITCH

8 2 - 0 0 345,920

SUBTOTAL
15% CONTINGENCY

839,360
$2.551
8900
95,300
994.031
8108,135

EXHIBIT 5

M E R N A l l M 1 WTH
WTW AS SHOW &
w
m 0 1:1 SLOPE,
USED-45'~540 LF.
0.56 AQIES

ALTERNATIVE 1
60'

3

NTUWATIWi 2 WITH
WTQl AS y K l W &
DITCH 0 1:l SLOPE.
M O USED-60'r540 LF.
0.74 ACRES

-,-LE-W
N-S

52'

EL 3.0 M.LW.

ALTERNATIVE 2

-

NTERNATIK 3 MTH
E-W DITCH AS SHOW &
N-S DlfCH 0 1:s SLOPE.
LAN0 USED-W'r540 LF.

-

ALTERNATIVE 3
95'

, 3'

87'
NlERNATIWi 4 WlH
E-W DlTQl AS SHOW &
N-S DITCH 0 1:3 SLOPE.
LANO USm-S5'x540 LF.

EL

to

1

M.LW.

ALTERNATIVE 4

EAST-WEST DITCH
CROSS-SECTIONS
- .

N.T.S.

--

-($&)
EXHIBIT 6

1
Y.~(~Lu~.-*c.

WIDEN k DEWEN N-S MTCH
W H SIDE SLOPES AT 1: 1

EXIST. CONTRCL STRUCTURE
k WTFAU PIPE TO W A I N

FOREIGN
TRADE
ZONE

1

10 ACRE
EXIST. DRIVEWAY

4
E-W MTCH

L w n . PIPESm REMAIN

UNTlL FATE P W FOR
10 ACRE PROPERTY HAS

BEEN DESIGNED

~ l - ~ '

n 4.0 u ~ w .

ALTERNATIVE 5
4%

SECTION
N.T.S.

EXHIBIT 7

A

-

A

EXHIBIT 8
.i'

APPENDIX 4-E

Water Quality
Treatment Calculations

Berth 30-34A Conservation Easement Assessment
Port Everglades
Water Quality Treatment Calculations
1. Existing Drainage Area
1.IForeignTrade Zone Drainage Area (DA) =
1.2 World Trade Center DrainageArea (DA) =
1.3 Total DrainageArea (DA) =
2. Required Water Quality Treatment Volume
2.1 First inch of stormwater runoff [DA x (1 in112 inlft] =

2.03

ac-ft

3. Provided Water Quality Treatment Volume
3.1 New N-S Ditch
Average Bottom Elevation =
Weir Elevation =
Top of Bank Elevation (TOE) =
Water Quality Treatment Depth (WQTD) =
Total Depth (D) =
Bottom Width (BW) =
Side Slope (V:H) =
Top Width (TW) =
Water Quality Treatment Cross Sectional Area (WQTA) =

25

ft

24.12

sqfl

Total Cross Sectional Area (A) =

79.2

sq ft

Length (L) =

2.035

ft

Water Quality Treatment Volume (WQTV) =

49.084

cu ft

--

1.13

acft

Total Volume (V) =

161,172 cuft

-

3.70

acft

Water Quality Treatment Volume (WQTV) =

-

0.94

ac fl

Total Volume (V) =

-

3.26

acft

-

2.06

ac ft

3.2 New E-W Ditch
Average Bottom Elevation =
Weir Elevation =
Top of Bank Elevation (TOE) =
Water Quality Treatment Depth (WQTD) =
Total Depth (D) =
Bottom Width (BW) =
Side Slope (V:H) =
Top Width (TW) =
Water Quality Treatment Cross SectionalArea (WQTA) =
Total Cross Sectional Area (A) =
Length (L) =

3.3 New N-S and E-W Ditch
Total Water Quality Treatment Volume (WQTV) =

Z:Everglades~PodPort_EvergladesesC~rainage\CaIwIati~s\Waler
Qualify Treatment Volume Calwations.xls

89,912

acft

Acceptable

